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JORDAAN.

}rd AUGUST, 1971-

COURT RESUMES AT 2 P.M.
MB. LIE~jBERG: I must apologise for the delay, but I did consult

the Attorney-General on this question of the Vfmue. Perhaps

Your Lordship 1II.ightfind it convenient to he a].'the appJ..ication

new, I don't know.
BY THE COURT: I don't know. What is the position with your cro88-

examination, Mr. Kentridge?
MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, it will certainly last all afternoon and I

am in Your Lord~hip's hands. I am ready to argue now. If (10)

Your Lordship will think it more convenient tomorrow-morning, I

have no objection. One day isn't going to make all that

difference.
BY THE COURT: I think it would be better to have it tomorrow-

morning. At 10 o'clock tomorrow-morning we can hear it.

LOUIS HENRY KENNETH JORDAAN: still under oath:

FURTHER CROSS_EXAMINATION BY MR. UliTRIDGE: I would like you to

have before you LJ.12, Mr. Jordaan. You stert off by confirming

that r"llowing discussion with Major Coetzee, Lieutenant Bean

and Mr. André Joubert, it waS agreed that you would pass (20)

on to rfrench-Beytagh information concerning contributions to

the National Party by commercial and industrial concerns. -- Yes.

Who is Mr. André Joubert? -- A member of the Security police

attached to John Vorster Square in Johannesburg.

or what rank? I want to knoW why you call him Mr. -- At that

time I wasn't 8ure of his rank; he was in private clothes.

These contributions to the National Party by commercial and

industrial concerns weren't exactly matters of national security

importance, were they? -- I do not know.

But I sssume that the National Party, like other

organisations doesn't want outsiders to know its private affsire.

__ I presume so.
And/ •••
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And, of course. that is true of individuale as well 8S

organisations. is it not? People don't usually like others to

know ~f their private affairs. I presume eo.

vJell. you describe how you took a translation of the John

Vorster address to the Rand Conference of the National Party. Was

that a secret document? -- No.

And you say that later, on the Thursday. Mr. ffrench-Beytagh

thanked you for these documents. -- Yes.

And said that they were on their way to London. -- Yes.

Well, he certainly denies sending anything like that (10)

to London. Can you suggesr. what interest they would have for

London or people in London? -- I do not know.

He does admit that he did indicate to you that you shouldn't

take up your time translating Afrikaans documents, but he doesn't

recollect telling you there were translators in London who would

do this. -- He did say so.

Had he asked you for documents of this type? -- He had in the

past asked me for any documents of this type.

Well, tell us what was this address about.
It was the Prime

Minister's address. The Rand Conference National Party and (20)

it concerned principally the Hertzog group.

You mean it was _ well. it was obviouely critical of that

group? -- Yes.
But did it contain anything that could conceivably 11C of

value as distinct from interest to anyone outside r.his counr.ry?

__ I do not know. All I know is that the National Party always

made in printed form this sort of thing available later by the

information offices 0f the National Party.

Yes. that's what I thought. I mean, in due course onc could

probably have got this from the information section of the (30)

party. __ A simple expedient of going to the National Party

headquarters in Johannesburg and ask them for it.

You/ ...
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You see, again, here was a case where you were B~perently

aching to do something and the dean was trying to put a stop to

your fantastic notions, but find something for you to do which

would give you the impression that you were doing something use-

ful and important.

and I gave it to him.

He had asked for information of this kind

Well now, then you gave him this information about certain

firms having mad.e contributions to the Jeppe's TO't.nDivision of

the National Party. -- Yes.

Well, it is not disputed that you did give that informa- (10)

tion and according to the dean, he indicated to you that he would

pass that information on to Africans in this country, who would

probably not want to deal with these firms. -- Yes.

But certainly not to the A.N.C. The word A.N.C. was used.

Because you say that because it is in your report. -- Yes.

He said according to you that in due course the identities cf

these firms would be revealed ••• (intervenes)

BY THE COURT: One moment, please. Yes.

MR. KENTRIDGE: According to you, the dean said that these firms

..~woulc. b:_..black-listed by the A.N .C., to which organisation

I'ID~· ~ ---$:\<,-" their identities would be revealed n due course? --- Yeo.
), Vlell, the dean denies that he revealed these identities to

the A.N.C., or that he had any contact with the A.N.C. What I

would like to know from you is if you could help us on this: to

your knowledge was there any boycott of these firm3? -- Not to my

knowledge.

So here again there is nothing to suggest these firms were

actually boycotted. -- ~ot that I know of.

Then you speak of your impression about your recent intervie"1

with Alison Norman and you say: "He gave me her London (30)

address and telephone number as follows:-" Did ~o give it to

you in writing? -- I'm not sure whether he wrote it down or

whether/ •••

(20)
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whether I wrote it down, but it was written down.

At the time? -- At the time.

But you've got this down as: "Lady Alison Norman". -- That I

JORDAAN.

have.

But in fact this lady is called "Miss Alison Norman". Can you

eyplain this? -- No, I do not know. I am not very conversant with

Bri tish titles.

Well, the point about this lady is that she hasn't got any

title at all. Where do you think this crept in? You see, the

dean c-sul.dn't have 'trritten it as "Ledy Alison Normen". -- I (10)

cen't ssy. I don' Ot recall why I put on "Lady Alis0n Norman".

We are not testing where one can test it. I am trying to test

the accuracy of your n0tes. You seem ~o have got the address

down correctly. Did you write it out afterwards or in the dean's

presence? -- In the dean's presence or the dean wrote it down;

I am not sure.

You bad asked for her London address? -- No.

You hadn't? -- No, the accused volunteered the information.

Why? For what purpose? -- The report gO€S on to say that:

"He said tbat if ever it bec&.me necessary, I should (20)

contact her."

But necessary for what? -- In the event of the dean's arrest.

Yes, but necessary for 'tihat? What would you contact her

about? What would you contact her about? In a previous report

I pointed out that I was told that if the dean or if the acc~sed

were taken into custody, then this was my next step was to get in

touch with this woman.

But you see, ! must sugges t to you with respect that this

doesn't seem to ring true. Miss Norman had met you by that time.

Yes. (30)

If the dean were arrested, she would know where you were; she

knew who you were, not so? -- Ehe knew who I was. I don't know

whether/ •••
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whether or not she had my address.

I,.le11, presumably she could have got that from the dean or

anyone at the cathedral if she wanted to. -- I suppose she could

have if she really wanted to.

And I mean, if she regarded you as one of her agents, I take

it that she would know how to get in touch with you. -- I suppose

~hc could have if sbe really wanted to.

What would it ever be necessary for you to contact her about?

These were my instructions.

And you didn't question them. -- No.

No questions? -- No.

(10)

And you conclude, having said that:

"It would therefore seem that I have been accepted

as an accredited agent of the A.N.C."

That was your c;n~l~~i~ based u~on _wha_t had_~~e_ before. -- Yes. \

I think it is my duty to suggest to you that this was a

wholly extravagant and fictitious conclusion to have drawn. --_-
I do not think so.

Even having re-read your reports? -- Yes.

You went on to say that the dean assured me that neither (20)

he nor Miss Norman were communists. Had you raised the question

whether they were or not? I never raised the question of

whether tbey were or not. I on a number of occasions mentioned

that I did not like the idea of working with communists.

Why had you said that? -- I do not believe in communism and

I do not associate myself with them.

I know that, but here you ~ere as a police agent. You were

saying many things you didn't believe. Why, as a police agent.

did you keep saying that you wouldn't work with communists?

Because it had been said in the beginning; I stuck to it. (30)

You mean before you were a police agent? Is that what you

mean? __ There is a possibility tha+' it WaS said before I was 8

police/ •••
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}lolice agent, bun the original reports also refer to my reluctan'ce

to work with communists.

But what led him to give you this assurance? Now we are in

January of 1970. \.Jhydid he give you that assurance? The

accused was Vlell aware of my reluctance to work with communists.

What called it for? Why should he suddenly on your 5th or

lOth or 20th meeting assure you that he wasn't a communist?

Surely he had made that clear to you long before. -- I presume

to give me the continued assurance that this is the case end that

this is '",hathe wou Ld have me believe.

I put this forward as an indication that these selective notes

of yours out of context, must give a very wrong impression of

what occurred. Something must have led up to that assurance, if

it were given. You can't tell us what led up to it? I had

asked for his assurance that (a) I would have a line of communica-

tion with Alison Norman or people outside of the accused, that

was the one assurance I had asked for and I had also said in the

past that I do not want te work with communists.

Yes, you had. said that in the past, but why at this 10th or

15th or 20th meeting should the dean sUddenly repeat this (20)

assurance? Surely something must have led up to it at this

meeting. -- Not that I can think of at this particular meeting.

No, of course you can't think of it; you didn't write it down.

Correct? -- I wrote down that he had said that they were not

communists.

But you d.idn't write down what led to his saying that. -- No,

You go on to say that:

tt be even went so far as to say tba~ he does not formally

belong to any o.rgand.aatLon ;" -- Yes.

Well, that is so, it is just tbat I don't quite know (30)

'...bat you mean by "formally". I mean, 8S far as the dean is con-

cerned, be did not belong to any organisation other tban bis

churcb/ •••

(10)
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church. -- I presume he meant that he didn't hold official

ll'embe!.'snip.

Of any o:rgan5.sation? -- Yes.

You record him as saying that "in the present circumstances,

the oppression and so on. one was forced to work with an organisa-

tion like the African National Congress, because they were the

only really effective opposition in this country." Yes.

Well, the dean denies that he said anything of the sort about

the African National Congress. Are you sure that he did say that?

Yes.

Didn't it strike you as odd?

(10)

No.

That he should refer to them as the only really effective

opposition in this country? Uo.

Cf course you don't recall that only a few months before, he

had told you, according to your reports, how split and ineffective

the A.N.C. was. -- He had.

Well, you continue in sub-paragraph (e): "He said that I

was becoming increasingly important, but did not elaborate on

this." -- Yes.

Well, I must tell you, with all respect, that at the (20)

time in the dean's view, you were becoming increasingly a nuisance

with your hair-brained schemes, bu~ I don't suggest that the dean

seid that to you, but certainly he didn't tell, you that you were

becoming increasingly important. In what way were you becoming

increasingly important? -- Presumably the measure that I had

achieved in infiltrating the National Party and in the very next

paregraph he wanted me to find out ebour skilled immigrants.

Now, let's talk about immigrants and the real importance of

that. So you brought him two pieces of information. :F'irstthe

Prime Minister's speech; secondly the names of some firms (~)

who contribute to the Jeppe's Town Division of the National Party

and now you are going to ask for something more and that is to

findl •••

-
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find out where jmmigrants come from.

JORDAAN.

Yes.

The countries from whicb immigrants come is, of course, a

matte~ of officiel information, id it Lot? -- r believe so.

"en, t~lat i.spublisbed. -- I believe that it is published _

in publisbed form.

You say be also \'lfiuldlike to know what their home-towns were.

Yes.

r mean, efter all, ii'he had simply asked you to get the

official figures of countries, that again might bave been useful

to ~et, but it is a natter really of looking it up or (10)

getting hold of blue books, isn't it? -- I believe so, although r

have not sp.en myself such information.

Now tbe dean had feeling~ about immigrants, didn't be? He

wasn't keen on immigration from Europe. -- No.

He thought it was wrong to bring in immigrants from Eu:;:,ope

instead of training Africans of Coloured people to do the job

here.

BY THE COURT: He thought it was wrong to bring in Europeans?

MR. KENTRrDGE: Yes, wrong to brinl3 in European immigrant:s when

what one ought to do is to train Africans and Coloureds to (20)

do the job here. -- To build aeroplanes.

Yes, to do all jobs here. We can come back to aeroplanes.

Was that not his general view? You never beard him express that

view? -- r can't say I beard hj.m express that view, no.

Is it a view you have beard otber people exp:;:-ec,s?__ Yes.

That it is p.conomically wrong to bring in immigrants when

there are people here who could do tee job if they were trained?

It is a vieN that I have heard expressed before.

Now you say what about building aircraft? What is the

relevance of this? -- I was asked if I felt -:bat Coloureds (30)

and Africans should do jobs in this country that skilled immi-

grants normally do.

Now/ •••
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No"! what was the el'3"ance of getting the bome-to"ms of these

h'lmigram:;6? __ The accused believed that his contacts, aa be

c .11.(;Q th-::n,"70 u:.d be in a position to bring pressure to bear

and stop t:1e flo"] st the source, at tbe home-towns of these

immigrants.

Iu othe:' words that t~ese people should be persuaded not to

come to South Africa. -- Yes.

I don't know the extent to which you followed these things.

Is that not the official polic~' of some trade union organisations

in Britain and Europe that they discourage tC.eir members (10)

from emigrating to South Africa? -- I do not kn()w.

Well, let us turn to paBe 5 of your ~eport. Thic is ~here

the accused wanted to know where the seat of real power lies in

the National Party and you gave him a reply. You said it lay

...Ti th Jnhn Vorster, Ben Schoeman and Jack Steyl. -- Yes.

He said he wanted to know in particular about the central

organisation and not merely the provinces. -- Yes.

And then you reported to him that you had dinner with the

Briti3h Consul on which you had already reported to the Security

Police. -- Yes.

Well, I suppose this is one of those other reports you '.~erc

talking about. And then there is Romethin~ about a minister

called Mr. von Machenbraak and then there is your report about

you telling ffrench-Beytagh that if ever an emergency arose you

w0uld help him to escape and he should in this cas~ contact you.

I questioned you about that yesterday. Yes.

Have you anything to add t> the nxplanation you gave yesterd3Y

about why you did that? -- No.

And then again you say: "ffrench-Beytagh said I should now

join the Club R.S.A." -- Yes.

He was pressing you on this. -- Yes •

.And your reply was that you would do so in February when you

would/ •••

(20)

(30)
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would have th~ money', 1'.)s.

And vias he sat' sfied with tha t exp)_anation? -- H~ seemed to

be.

,'0 h~ W8'3 pr esaf.ng you to join the club, but not prepared to

payout RIOOfor it. -- Yes.

Ané: teen haYing reported this, you gi'Ve your conclusion:

"My i3pros::3ÏoDs a!'c "';hat I have the confidence of both FFRENCH-

BEYTAGH and J.LISONNORMANand therefore to an extent of the

A.N.C.". -- Yes.

On tJle basis of 'tlhat you have set out i::-. thece reports. (10)

In these reports and previous reports.

On this report and the previous r-epo r b, -- Yes.

Well, your reports go on. vlill you look at LJ .13? Fere we

see again you are making the suggestion. Your suggestion this

time was that the dean should give you a camera so you COUJ_c.

pho tcgr-aph documents from the Jeppe office of the Nation J. Fa::.'tJ,

presumably a dep')sitory of secrets. Is that so? -- I dj_d :'!lEke

the suggestion, y!1S.

But I mean documents of some secret na t.uz-e yOll xe re :-eferring

to? -- No, contributions to the Nationa] Party, caples of (20)

receipts, bank •• (intervenes)

In other words, confidential to the Nationalist Party, b~t not

secret from the State point of view. -- Yes.

That is \.hst you mean. At any rate, you asked for a camera

so you could photograph documents and he said this was too

dangerous. -- Yes.

Well, the dean to some extént agrees with your version therd.

Re 38ys that he regarded it as another of your crazy suggestions

and he told you not to do anything as foolish and dangerous sc

that. Is that not right? -- No, he said he never kept (38)

dccuaent s ; these documents were dangerous svidence in the even'~

cf a police raid.

Ic/" ••
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Is it not absolutely clear what happened here? You were

offering to steal documents or to photograph documents through

unlawfully opening a safe and he certainly didn't want any such

documents in his possession. -- He said he never kept documents.

Isn't it tbe sort of thing that anyone with - isn't it the

sort of reaction that any sensible person would have, to make a

suggestion to photograph documents and bring the!llalong? Ien't a

ration'3l thing to say: but it is a very dangerous th:Lng to do;

get both of us into trouble? I suppose so, yes.

You report him as saying he never kept documents, the3c (10)

were dangerous evidence in the event of a police raid. That

would certainly apply to documents improperly come by. wouldn't

it? -- Yes.

And he said that you should suP:t:lythis information verbally,

that is about contributions and immigrants. -- Yes.

And then you say that the dean suggested that you should

perhaps suggest to the Government that the Government organise a

publicity and promotional scheme whereby overseas - the overseas

town supplying the most technically skilled immigrants, would

receive a prize. -- Yes. (20)

Are you saying that the dean seriously made such a suggestion

to you? -- Yes.

Did you not make this up? -- No.

Did you think the dean was crazy at that stage? -- No, it

would have been possible for me to make such a suggestion.

You, admittedly the secretary of the Jeppe To.m branch of

the National Party, should go to the Government and suggest thet

they organise a publicity scheme to give a prize to some overseas

town which supplied the most immigrants. It would have been

possible for me to do this ••• (intervenes) (30)

To make the suggestion. -- May I be permitted to answer the

question?

yes/ ••••
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Yes. It would have been possible for me to do this at the

congress of the National Party, being a delegate from one of the

branches.

Yes, in other words, to put up the suggestion. -- Yes.

But what was the point of such a suggestion? -- That it would

then become apparent which towns were supplying these skilled

immigrants.

Do you mean, in order to stop the flow of immigrants, the

dean suggested that there should be publicity and promotion to

encourage tOvffiSt" supply as many immigrants 8S poss5.1;le (10)

so that the winner could get a prize? -- This would point to the

town from where these people came and that action could then oe

taken to stop the flow.

Only at the end of this promotional and publicity campaign?

Yes.

Well, I suggest to you that this is nonsensical. Didn't it

strike you at the time as nonsensical? If it were said at all.

No.

Isn't it a stage when you were running rather short of matter

to report to your superi0rs? -- I reported to my superiors (~~)

that that I C80e across. It wasn't my intention to create matter

or to be in possession or in that position where I would have

an inexhaustable supply of matter.

You see, there was no doubt a lot of conversation about

immigration and Government promotional schemes and your finding

nut things from the National Party about immigration. So let me

put it in another way, perhaps you must have misunderstocd him;

~erhaps this was your recollection of something which hed arisen.

But as you stated here, look at it objectively. Surely it would

be a nonsensical scheme from. any point of view. -- This is (30)

what was said.

Anyway, you say your reply was that you operated at Party

level/ •••
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level whe!'eas the Department of Immigration was a Governuent body

divorc~d from pcrty politics. -- Yes.

v/ill you just read the next t~.,olines of the re:port? -- "I

then said to Fl!'RENCH-BEYTAGH that ve should be more circumspect

about nur meetin~3. 1 said that it would not seem appropriate

t'lat num~1'OU3 meetings took pi_ccc between FFRENCH-BEYTAGH and

m;,:,self."

Ye3, and then you went on to say t~at you had heard on the

gr apev.me abou t certa:i_ncommercial concerns whose directorate

proclaimed themselves to be Progressive Party supporters (la)

whc were in fact making financial contributions. -- Yes.

You said you would have this information by Saturday-e,rening.

Did you get that information? -- ~

And was it never mentioned again'? -- No.

The accused didn't ask you for it? -- ~

Then you say that you sugge st ed to ffrench-I3eytR0h t~lat y(n

were not very experienced in 007 stuff. It I said the t 'tThennext

I was in London perhaps he could arTange to have trainL~g afforded

me. He did not react to this." -- Yes.

You see, to some extent this bears out 'tlhatthe accused (20)

seys, that you were elways or frequently getting on to this

business about getting training and that his response was ~lways

negative. -- Hi:.:;response was always negative except on one

~
We'll come to that occasion. You see, on this point you

couldn't very well exaggerate what he had said to you, becat<e

after all, may I :put this to yOll: if the dean's reaction had

been: yflS, certainly I'll ar-r-arige it, then ynu would have had 1:;(

make the next mQYEiJ _wouJ.9JL_tyou? -- .Ies•

And so, if you had reported that his reaction was

positive, then your superiors might have said to you: well, go

ahead, get yourself sent over. -- Yes.

Becausei •••

(0)
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Because that ind~ed would have been B major triumph for your

superiors. -- Yes.

Then you report the deen as saying that sometimes it was wise

to operate independently and not be too closely connected with

an organisation. -- Yes.

Was the dean gently telling you to keep away from this

sabotage business you seemed GO keen on? -- This ie '1h:lthe aei d ,

I don't know what he was gently trying to tell me.

And you report him as saying that his function n"s J;'Jert>l~

act as a distribution point for A.N.C. funds. -- Yes. I (~C)

The dean disputes this aDs an untrue statement. Hhat on

some occasions he obviously said to you and I suggest t~ie is what

must be the origin of it, was that he was distributing funds for

the dependants of people charged with political offences,

including A.N.C. people and also providing funds for legal

defences of persons charged with unlawful activities, such as

A.N.C. activities. -- he said he acted as a distribution point

for A.N.C. funds, although I am aware that he used to also dis-

tribute funds for the support of the families of detainees and

that sort of thing.

Well, you were very close to the dean at this stage, according

to your evidence and you appeared to have his confidence. -- Yes.

Can you say antyhing at all about the distribut .on 0:: A.n. C.

fundst what A.N.C. funds he distributed.? To whom he distributed

them? __ No, I did not know that, to who they ~/ent or what emoun te

were inv·olved.

1;Ie1l,where did they come from? -- Presumably from London.

Do you know how? -- No.

Weren't you asked to try ruld find out how, by your s~periors?

I was not specifically directed to obtain info!'t!lation

on the source of funds which ~he accused had ~nder his control.

And the expenditure of those funds? -- This would have been

included/ •••

(20)

( 30)
I
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included in an overall briefing to find out anything and everything'

that I could about the accused and about any subversive organisa-

tion operating in this country.

If this were tak':;Ilseriously, surely your superiors said to

you: well, find out more about his handling A.N.C. funds. Did

they not? -- They dii not.

You see, up to nO\llwhat you have been talking about, is

joining the National Party and the Club R.S.A. and finding out

about immigration and penetrating the security police at a social

level, but if you are right, at this stage the accused (10)

actually said to you that he was a distribution point for A.N.C. I

funds. Yes.
(

-- (

Which would have been a serious offence. -- Yes.
(

But you were not asked to follow that up. -- It is the sort

of thing which would have been followed up in the normal course

of events as a matter of course, if any further information came

through on that.

But you didn't follow it up yourself, did you? -- I never

obtained any further information that I can think of, no.

So here is a man taking you into his confidence you say, (20)

to the extent of making this damning admission and you leave it

at that. Is that fair? -- If any information had come through at

a later stage I would certainly have reported it.

Of course you would, but you left it at that, YO'l dido' t

try actively to obtain further information, did you? -- To probe

him, you mean?

Yes. -- No.

Not then, nor later. -- No.

Right? Is that right? -- Yes.

Then you come back to the Club R.S.A. "He asked again (30)

when I would join, Club R.S.A. He said that this was important.

I replied that I would do so next month (Febr.) when I would

have/ ••••
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have the money." -- Yes.

At this stage do you l<;:nowhow many hundreds and thousands of

rand the dean had at his disposal for the welfare of dependants

of political prisoners? -- No.

Well, let me tell you. It is common cause that there were

many thousands of rands in the bank account which he operated

for this purpose. You didn't know that. -- I knew that there were

funds and that they were considerable; I did not know how much.

But there wasn't RIOO, it seems, for your important mission.

Just one thing at the end of your report I must take you up (10)

on. You say that you pointed out to hi.m that you couldn't under-

stand why he thought that membership of the Club R.S.A. would

provide me with Security Police connections. He agreed with me

that it would provide Commercial Afrikaans connections rather

than Security Police. -- Yes.

Well, according to the dean, that was what he always contem-

plated the Club R.S.A. would pr vide you with, commercial connec-

tions. -- Yes. My inetructions in the beginning were prime

objective, penetration, infiltration of the Security Police.

And where apparently everyone is agreed that you don't (20)

do that through the Club R.S.A.? -- Yes.

Or through the National Party. -- No, not through the

National Party.

Let's go to LJ.14, it is a short report, I hope we needn't

spend. very much time on it. It is about the visit of the police

women. I'm afraid I don't understand what the significance was

of these two British police. women coming out here. Do you under-

stand the significance? -- No significance to it. They were merely

two British police women who were on holiday here and were

interested in seeing the structure and set-up of the South (30)

African Police.

And you raised the question with the dean. -- I merely

informed/ •••
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informed him that I had done it, yes. To my surprise he appeared

disturbed at this.

Well, not disturbed, he appeared surprised a'I; the fact; that

something like this should be arranged .through your firm. -- Not

through my firm, through me.

Well, according to this you say: "Ek het vir hom vertel

dat ek deur my werkgewer gevra was om 'n toer aan John Vorster-

plein te re~U." -- The request came from my employer. I did the

arranging.

Yes, because I mean, that, on the face of it is 8 little (10)

surprising that the advertising manager of a tea company should

arrange a tour of two British police women. -- My employer was

aware of the fact that I had connections with the National Party

that I had met Government officials and that conceivably through

these Government officials and National Party - highly placed

National Party members that I would be able to arrange such a

tour.

Well, anyway, the dean certainly thought that this was odd

and he said that he'd ask someone in England if they knew anything

sbout these Isdies. But you Buggest here that he wanted (20)

you to use this to build up your contacts with the Security Police.

__ That was the impression that I was trying to create with him,

yes.

That was the impression you were trying to create. Then you

report the dean as saying that problems had arisen about the

departure of Alison Norman from South Africa, but he didn't

describe the problems. -- That i6 correct.

Did you ever find out what the problems were? -- No.

Perhaps I can refresh your memory. Miss Norman was here on

a charter flight and the departure of the charter flight (~)

was delayed._ -- It is possible, I don I t know.

Can you think of any other Bort of - did you have any other

Bort/ •••
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sort of problems in mind? -- No.

Well then finally you speak of the dean telling you about

certain documents which a Mr. Carlson had found in his briefc~se.

Yes.

Those documents related to someone in detention. Do you know

that? He said that "sekere dokumente" was placed in Carlson's

briefcase in the Central Prison, Pretoria.

He didn't say who put the documents in. No.

Well, the dean in fact cannot remember how much he told you

about this, but in case it refreshes your memory, what had (10)

been placed in (..,arlson'sbriefcase was apparently a message from

someone called Shayo, who was ~pparently a detainee from Tanzania

who had been kept in communicado and apparently so it was

reported to the Dean, Carlson didn't know whether this was a

genuine document or whether it had been planted there "in his

briefcase by the Security Police. -- He didn't say this, no.

You don't recall that being ciscussed? -- He did not say that.

Well, you say that because it is not in this report. -- Yes,

if he had said it, it would have been in the report.

If he had said it, it would be in a report. -- Yes. (20)

And if he said it on another occasion, it would be in another

report. Correct? -- Yes.

But as we don't have all your reports, we don't know whether

you were told or not. I do not recall ever using the name

Shayo in a report.

I don't say that you used the name Shayo. He doesn't say that

he definitely told you this, these were the facts. I am asking

whether perhaps you remember them. -- I do not remember the name

Shayo at all.

It doesn't really matter then. Well, would you now (30)

look at LJ.15, which is your short report about your letters.

You have it in front of you. -- Yes.

you/ ••••
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You start by referring to a letter which you received from

ffrench-Beytagh dated the 19th of April, 1970, in his handwriting.

Right? -- Yes.

That is LJ.2. Is that correct? You have that document in

front of you, LJ.2. -- No. Yes, I have it n0W.

Is that the one you are referring to, LJ. 2? -- Yes.

Now you see in paragraph 2 of your report, LJ.15, you say:

"Also attached is a copy of a letter that I wrote to him re this

letter of the 19th." Does that mean a reply to the letter of

the 19th? It would seem so. (10)

Well, we don't seem to have that letter. Perhaps my Learned

Friend would hand you all the letters which were handed in, which

I think were LJ. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, either the originals or

copies at the moment, whatever they are. Just have a look at them.

It appears to be here.

Which one? Do you say? -- The letter referred to in paragraph

2.

Yes. -- It would not appear to be here.

Well, I am not blaming you for this, but you apparently

attached it to your report. In paragraph 3 you say: "Also (20)

attached is a letter dated the 14th of May, 1970, from ffrench-

Beytag~ and that is LJ.3. -- Yes.

Well, you can't say what has become of the missing letter? --

No.

How did you use to - did you know how your reports were filed?

No.

You didn't ever see a file of your reports? -- A cound ••

(intervenes)

Yes, or a folder in which your reports were placed? -- No.

Very well. Then let us then, seeing we haven't got that (30)

middle letter which should come between LJ.2 and LJ.3. Right.--

Yes.

Well/ ...
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Well, let us look at LJ.l.

April. Yes.

JORDAAN._-
LJ.l is a letter dated the 14th

It is an unsi~ed typed copy of a letter. -- Yes.

Is it a carbon? -- Yes.

And was the original signed by you? -- No.

It was just to be clear who it csme from. -- Yes.

And at the end of it you say:" copy of my letter to tbe

Bishop and the church ecuneil is enclosed." Yes.

Do you remember that letter? -- \~Ch letter i'.~that?

The letter to the Bishop and the church council? --Yes. (10)

This was about the Reverend John Davies. -- Yes.

Do y0U recall enclosing anythL~g else in that letter? -- I

do not recall enclosing anything else in that letter.

However, you didn't put the letter in an envelope, did you?

No, I typed the letters, addressed the letters in t.,'0envelopes.

I addressed two envelopes; the one to the accused at 56,

Tredegar Square. This envelope I would place British postage

stamps on and attach the original of my letter 1;0 this envelope.

I would then type another envelope to a friend of mine in London

and this outer envelope would contain the inner envelope (20)

so thst the letter to the accused would be re-posted in London

and not bear bis name and address from South Africa.

And as you have said already, the mechanics of posting were

attended to by your superiors in the Security police. -- By the

police, yes.

And you would simply give them an unsigned typed letter.--Yes.

And so to put it properly, the letter LJ.l is a copy of the

letter which you handed to the Security Police. -- Yes.

But whether the letter in that form was received by the

accused, you cannot say. -- No. (,0)

Let's have a look at LJ.ê. It reads:

"My dear Ken',

This is only a note and for obvious reasons - part of
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which is that I am not quite sure of the address and

whether I've gotten it right or not. Anyway it

acknowledges your letter which I received and the

contents of which _ observations, facts and so on

and the printed document as well have all been passed

on for assessment."

Yes.

What was the printed document? -- I don't know.

No, there is nothing in your letter about a printed document,

is there? __ No. (10)

I can't really see that there was much in your letter that

called for passing on for assessment. Can you? -- No, I can't.

He goes on:

" _ and very glad we were to have it Rll. There is

nothing more specific for you to d.o in the meanwhile

_ which may be a bit galling for you but "softly softly

c8.tchee monkey" is not a bad motto ~"

It rather looks as though you had, this letter that this was 8

reply to hed contained some specific information which they were

glad _ "very glad we were to have it all." Perhaps further (20)

immigration figures or something like that. -- No.

Well, of course, I am not challenging you on this, you don't

know what went into that envelope, do you? No.

Ycu see, if it waS a copy of my letter to the Bishop and the

church council, then the dean would have said very glad we were

to have it; after all, I mean it is a matter of interest, but

very glad we were to have it all, seems a little inappropriate.

__ I cannot see that a coVY of ~ letter to the Bishop and the

church council would provoke that much reaction from him.

No, quite. So there seems to be a bit of a mystery here.(30)

I do not know what the printed document referred to is.

Well, let's just go on with this letter.

"II •••
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"I do hope that things go well with you and yours ••"

and he writes not what my Learned Friend read out yesterday, but

he writes: "it's still as cold as charity over here." I think

you will agree that whatever the dean's language, it wasn't vulgar.

I never heard him use vulgar language. no.

Anyway, he says he has been busy, confused, gets questioned

for hours on end, he is supposed to know about and remember

things and he says: "I shall be thinking about you on the 22nd -

as I do frequently." Can you recall what the 22nd 'lIas?-- The

date of the election. (10)

The election? -- I think it was the genera! election.

I see. I think it was the Provincial election. -- Some sort,

one or the other.

But you weren't a candidate at all, were you? -- I was

aSSisting a candidate and I was very much concerned with the

candidates and the campaigns for the election.

Well, ~hat is LJ.2 your letter, sorry, the dean's letter. Then

there is a missing letter and then there is the dean's further

letter to you, LJ., of the 14-th of May, 1970. Just have another

look at your letter of the - sorry, before we get on to (20)

that, have another look at LJ .1. I forgot to say that at the

bottom of LJ.l you were saying: "•• it is not beyond the realms

of possibility that you would be co-opted more rapidly than other-

wise in view of my visits to John Vorster Square. From our point

of "iew this would be excellent." Here, according to this, yeu

were sctually talking of being co-opted. Yes.

Whereas I understood previously you had been talking nf pene-

trating at a social level. -- Yes, but we had never overlooked

the possibility that the Security Police would ask me to gather

information and this I would point out to the Court, was oue (;0)

of the objectives of the letter which was written to the

Parishioner.

Now/ ••••
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Now, you haven't left anything out of your evidence, I take

it. You had a number of projocts: getting intoilie Nationalist

Party, which you've done; getting into the R.S.A. Club which you

hadn't done, although February was long past. -- That is corract.

And thirdly, you had this idea, wherever it originated, of

penetrating the' Special Branch at some level or other. -- Yes.

And you were also going to try and collect financial informa-

tion about the National Party and figures about immigration.--Yes.

Did you have any other project on with the dean which you

haven't told us about? -- Not that I can think of, no. (10)

Did you ever suggest anything to him that you might do, other

than these things? -- I bad made suggestions in the beginning

that conceivably it was possible to sabotage warships.

Well, I am talking really about now when we've got to about

April or May, 1970. You didn't have any other schemes which you

put to him? I mean, leaving out tbings like photographing the

documents. Did you put up any particular scheme to him of further

work you may do? No.
I beg your pardon?Did you need any money from him?

Did you need any funds from him?

Yes. -- No.

I mean for the work you were pretending to do for him. -- I

From the de an?

never asked him for funds, no.

Now let us have a look at LJ.,. 14th of May, 1970, from

London.

"My dear Ken,

Many thanks for your letter and its most interesting

commentary."

Well, that is the missing one.

"Unfortunately there seems to be a real change of

policy here which I couldn't possibly convey in a

letter because it is too involved but it concerns

thei ...

(20)

(30)
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the Portuguese mainly - and I'll do my best to explain

it when I see you _ but what it means in practise is

that there's going to be no money available for any

development. I'm not quite sure where we go from

here, if anywhere. I wish that you could get your

firm to send you over here on a buainess trip at some

stage or another and here you could talk to people

yourself and see whether you could get them to alter

their minds, but I feel you would find it difficult as

I've done. I'm not as discouraged as I might have (10)

been _ but it is a bit tough for all that."

Now, here is a suggestion, well, it is not a suggestion, at least

a wish that you could get your firm to send you over here and you

could talk to people yourself. Didn't you take that up? -- No.

Why not? __ Because at that time I was in full-time empl0J~ent

with the tea company mentioned and I couldn't leave at that time

and go over to England. Shortly thereafter when I left the tea

company, I was up to my neck in my own business and I couldn't

spare the time to go over to E:lgland.

Well, do you mean that the Security Police could not (20)

have arranged 8 short trip to England for you with your firm? -- I

suppose they could have arranged it with my firm.

Yes. __ I don't know what my firm's reaction would have been.

but I am quite sure the Security Police could have arranged it if

they wanted to.

Yes. You could have taken a week's unpaid leave, they could

have sent you no doubt. -- At that time I couldn't afford any time

off from my business.

You meen from your employer's business? -- Yes.

Well, when did you go on leave at that time? Did you (,0)

have a mid-year leave in 1970? -- No.

You didn't. Did you have any leave due to you? -- On a pro

rata/ •••
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rat& basis for service I suppose there were a few days leave

which was paid out to me in cash in lieu of leave when I left

this fjrm.
Yes, but didn't the Security police take it up with you and

asked you whether you couldn't go to London? o.

You see, if this had been in connection with something like

A.N.C. activities or something subversive, I mean sur{lly then they

would have '..anted you to go to England. -- They never asked me to

go to England.
You see the whole question is what all this is about. (10)

Let's go on nnd try and see what it is about. You have said that

you replied to this letter. -- Yes.

Is that LJ.4? -- Yes.

Dated the 19th of May? -- Yes.

Is that the letter which you put in the hands of the Security

police? -- Yes.
This appears to be a reply to LJ." doesn't it? -- Yes.

The last letter. And s:» start off:

"Thank you for your letter.

I am sorry to hear of the commitments in other (20)

directions and whilst I do not entirely interpret this

as disinterest in our problems I must confess to a

feeling of disappointment and also to a sense of

isolatior..."

And you were saying you felt alone and all that and then let I s go

on to the middle of the page, the next paragraph:

"low, will s0mebody please tell me whY? Why do I

have to be an exemplary Nat?'

and you go on about this and then you say:

"In all these circumstances, London, in their (30)

ineffable wisd,om say that "In view of the Port\.:guese

situation" they are unable to help. - Shades of

Munich/ •••
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Munich~ I wnuldn't surprise me if the guy's name is

Chamberlain! I certainly feel prompted", you say, "to

take up your suggestion and come to London, if only to

tell those buggers what I think~ However, I would

point out that I would not come cap-in-hand. There ore

also American and Russian (for that matter) embassies

in London. Anyway, I will go into the matter and let

you know what (if anything) I can wangle. In the mean-

time please tell those flipping Englishmeu that my

attit'Jde is a simple oue - they sit in the comfortable C'..'))
safety of thp.ir island and utter pious platitudes, bu~

it is us in South Africa who Fight~"

And then you say:

"To you personally my thanks for speakir.:gon our

behalf. I shall continue with the plan outlined in my

previous letter insofar as this is possible without

financial assistance - (so far I can still carey it)."

50, what this correspondence means, on the face of it, is that the

dean had said that there wasn't money available for S0me develop-

ment and you had written in angry terms, castigating these (20)

"flipping Englishmen", whoever they may be. and saying that you

will continue with the plan outlined in my previous letter in 60

far as this is possible without financial assistance. Right?

Yes.
But we don't have your previous letter unfortunately. So we (

don't know what the plan is that you outlined. do we? Let's get

it clear. We don't have it before the Court, do we? -- No.

We don't have that plan referred to in any of your reports.

do we? __ Not before the Court. no.

So now you've got to rely on your memory. It so far (30)

haan't been very helpful to yo'.),but do y0U think you can tell us

now that you are in this position, what the plan was that yOll

outlined/ •••
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outlined? Now don't try and atrain yourself. Think. What I mean

is that you must not try and remember for the sake of remembering.

If you do have a recollection, help us, if you don't, you are

entitled to say that you don't remember. -- I think it had to do

with obtaining control of tbe Jeppe's Town Divisional Committee

and insuring that I would be tbe next delegate to the Transvaal

Control Committee of the National Party. In orde to do this, I

would have to entertain quite a few people, visit a lot of people

and spend money on a lot of entertainment.

Yes, well done. I don't cballenge that at all. ~uite so. (10)

That ie the plan tbat needed financial assistance. Not so? -- It

needed financial assistance, but not at tbat stage.

No, but. I mean, that is v/hat you wanted this financial assis-

tance for. __ Do you mean the financial assistance referred to

in LJ.4?

Yes. -- NI'.
Now just a moment. That was the plan you had outlined in

your previous letter, getting control of the Jeppe's Town Branch.

Yee.
And you say in your letter: "I shall continue with the (20)

plan outlined in my previous letter in so far as this ie possible

with0ut financial assistance - (so far I can still carry it)." --

Yes.
Wbo were these "flipping Englishmen" you were r'3ferring to?

I didn't know who they were. He was in England and I was just

speaking about Englishmen.

You see, I am afraid I must - I am not going to - I'm afraid

I can't blame you entirely for tois, but I think I've got to draw

to your attention what bas happened here in court. You have gi'Ten

evidence about the dean talking of the A.N.C. and about (30;

nenetrating the Security Branch, not so? -- Yes.

And then there is some correspondence which indicates thet

there/ •••
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there is no money available in London, tbat interested people in

London are giving all their money to Portuguese matters and you

wri te and say well you can't go on wi th you r plan and why won't

tbey give financial assistance and the dean says you've got to

take a long view, the Nazis planted their people 20 years abead

and with all these letters missing, it might bave given the

impression to the Court tbat this was some sinister sort of plan

to have spies or undercover agents, whereas it now appears from

what you tell us, that it was a plan for gHtting control of the

Jeppe's Town Division of the National Party.

LAUGHTER.

BY THE COURT: Quiet, please! __ This is one facet and that was,

I think, tbe particular plan referred to in this letter. I would

point out to the Court the infiltration of the National Party

was one aspect and one aspect only. The only thing obviously

that I c0uld do in these circumstances was to carryon in this

directi0n and the other facets of this operation were penetration

of the Security Police, assembling information on immigrants and

this sort of thing.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, well.. _.- You asked me what I though't (20)

that plan was mentioned here. I thought it was that particular

facet.

1'hat is why I say I am not criticising you for not producing

these letters. Well, I think on that basis we can save quite a

lot of time on this. Let us just go back to LJ.4 at the bottom.

You talk about tbe "Security cop and at that i.t is negat ave ;"

You say be is a "close lipped cuss", he is "a lousy snooker

player". In a later letter you mention Mr. Bean. Is that the

man you were referring to? __ Yes.

Well, of course, I mean, this wasn't seriously, this was (~)

part of your _ part of your facade? __ Yes.

Yes. When you said perhaps you or Chamberlain will bave some

suggestion/ •••

(10)
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suggestion, I realise, of course, that that is ~l ironical state-

ment, but did you have anyone in mind? -- Did I have any particu-

lar person in mind?

Yes. -- No.

Be that as it may, one thing is clear, that the dean did not

finance the take-over of the Jeppe's Tovm Br~ch of the Natioual

Party. -- No.

And nor did anyone else, to your kno~tledge. -- No.

Then the de~ wrote you the letter, you say, which is LJ.5.

Is that right? __ Yes. (10)

What do you have in front of you in that regard? Do you have

the original? -- No, I have a copy.

I wonder if we could just see the original of this? It is

very difficult to read on my copy ~d there is an aspect of it I

want to raise with the witness.
We are stillMR. LIEBENBERG: I understand LJ.5 has been mislaid.

locking for it.

BY THE COURT: Has it been handed in to Court?

MR. LIEBENBERG: It was handed in, yes.

MR. KEllTRIDGE: No, the original was never handed in. We (20)

have never scen anything other than a copy and there are certain

aspects of this which we want to take up on the original.

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, we are still looking for the original.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, then I will just have to hold over that

aspect of it. What sort of copy do you have in front of you?

I have a typed copy.

Well, I have what appears to be a photo copy of a letter in

the dean's writjng. Would you mind looking at it? Is that a photo

copy of the letter? -- Yes.

Look at the left hand margin. It seems as though it (;0)

was photographed in a file, doesn't it? -- It does seem so, yea.

It seems to have been part of a file. Could you just pass it

tol ••.
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to His Lordship so that His Lordship can see what I mean QY that.

Did you report the receipt of this letter? -- Yes, I handed the

letter to the Security Police.

Was it accompanied by a report? Do you remember? -- I don't

know.

I mean, I know there is no report before the Court. You

can't remember. -- I don't think so. I think I just gave it to

them.

Yes. There seems to be a note on this photo copy, but I

don't think - this seems to be a handwritten note, it is (10)

not a photo copy note: "Ontvang 12.6.70" -- Am I asked for a

comment?

Yes. I mean, can you tell us - I'm scrry, have a look ,at it

again. That note at the top, that seems to have been actually

written on this photo copy. -- That would appear to be the case,

yes.

Right. Now just - I find it difficult to read that copy. You

can look at that photo copy and at the typed copy in front of you.

Read the f.irst sentence. -- "Your letter of 15th May just caught

up with me." (20)

Yes. Right. Where is your letter of the 15th May? -- I

believe that this is a reference to my letter of the 19th May.

Very likely so, but of course, you di~n't put that letter into

th,e envelope and you don't know "mether a letter was put into the

envelope, dated 15th May, do you? -- I don't know if the letter

was dated 15th May?

Yes, do you? -- I can't swear to that, no.

At any rate - of course the dean might have made a mistake

in saying 15th May, but LJ.4 is very plainly marke~ 19th May,

ian't it? -- I cannot see that the Security Police would (}O)

put or add or detract from anything that I had written.

Yl'llcan't. \-Jel1,I am not asking you to say that they did,

but/ ...
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but can you suggest another explanation for the things I have

mentioned? This reference to the printed document, this discre-

pancy in the dates. -- No.

BY TID..(;OURT: LJ.15 in that mention is made of a letter of the

19th of April. Is that correct, Mr. Kentridge? A letter by the

accused.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes.

BY THE COURT: Then a letter of the 19th, the is not presumably

the 19th of April.

MH. KENTRIDGE: Yes. (10)

BY THE COURT: The same date.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, the letter that I wrote to him re this letter.

BY THE COURT: Re the letter of the 19th.

MR. IaNTRJDGE: Yes.

BY THE COURT: But the next one which is before the Court and

which is LJ.3 is it?

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes.

BY THE COURT: Is written on the 14th.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes.

BY THE COURT: Now this letter is LJ.5 and it refers to

8 letter of what date?

MR. KENTRIDGE: The 15th.

BY THE COURT: 15th, that would be a day after - written here a

day after the letter which is before the Court.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes. I don't for a moment suggest that such a

letter could really have been written on the 15th. I'm just

trying to find out why it says the 15th, because I mean, obviously

the witness can't answer. I me&l, let's just take the logical

possibilities. One possibility is that the dean misread the 19th

for the 15th. -- That is what I believe. (30)

Yes, although it is very clear. And the other •• (intervenes)

BY THE COURT: Of the 19th, what do you mean the 19th?

MR./ •••

(20)
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MR. KENTRIDGE: On LJ.4. And the other, of course. is that there

was some other letter of tLe 15th. I don't remember any other

letter of the 15th, I believe that the accused mistakenly put

down the 15th instead of the 19th.

But you don't know if there was any other letter of the 15th,

you are saying what you believe as I invited you to. I am

saying what I believe, yes.

Could I just have that duplicate original of LJ.5 again? Do

you remember whaf form this came in? This wasn't an air letter

card, it came in an envelope. -- I think it was an air (10)

letter folded, I am not absolutely sure.

No, I think you are probably right. That is why it is written

on this narrow strip. -- Invariably letters which I received

were in form like that.

Yes. in the other cases not only do we have the original, but

if we look at a letter like LJ.3 we have actually got the outside

of the envelope. Anyway, we'll wait until we get the original,

then I might have to come back to that. In the meantime, would

you lOOK at LJ.6, I think it is, which is apparen~ly your reply

to LJ.5. Am I right? -- Yes. (~O)

Where did you send that, or I mean, where did you address the

envelope? As with the others, an original brought with an

envelope and British postage stamps attached.

I'm sorry, I mean, still to England? -- Yes.

And you speak of the delay in answering your letter received

about 6 weeks ago. -- Yes.

At the top of LJ.5 on my copy, there it says "Ontvang 12.6.70"

does that mean received by you on that date, or received by the

Security Police? -- I think it means received by the Security

Police. (30)

Well, you go on, you say 11 to he 11 with them all v , you speak

of being in touch with Bean, the Security man. The real point I

want/ •••
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want to ask you about. You'll see this makes sense:

"I am strictly alone in the field. vlhat on earth can

I hope to achieve by infiltration of the governing

party? Look at the facts. If a powerful, influen-

tial man like Hertzog is 60 swiftly and efficiently

rendered harmless, then I ask you again what on earth

can I elo? I've serious doubts about the efficacy of

your organisational structure - as a matter of fact,

I have serious doubts about the Existance of such

organisational structure." (10)

Those wera pretty well-founded doubts, I suggest. Well, weren't

they? You really had no evidence of an organisational structure,

did you? __ I was trying to create the impression with the accused

that I was no'. getting really impatient and wanted to find out

more about the people behind the accused and more about the

accused's organisational structure in England.

Alright, let's see what you did. Look at LJ.16, that is the

next report, isn't it? You see, as far as that is concerned,

according to the accused he was told in London by friends of his

who were opponents of Apartheid, but who had nothing to do (20)

with the African National Congress, that it was difficult to get

money in England for South African causes and that people there

who were interested in Southern Africa preferred to help the

Frelimo. -- Yes.

And he reported that their Lde a was that if Portuguesl'

colonialism went in due course South African coloniaDsm would go.

Yes.

You see, I don't know if the£e is really any difference

between "U and the dean on that. The only point is that as far

as the dean waS concerned, he was telling you what he had (30)

hesrd in London. I don't know whether you intended to suggest

that the dean was a party to this decision as distinct from

merely! •••
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merely reporting it. __ I believe that in his letter which w~

just hed, that he said that he had tried to reverse this decision.

so presumably he was party to it.

I see. That is the basis for the view that he was party to

it; what he said in that letter. -- That and other things that

he told Me in the past, yes.

All of which you've reported. -- All of which I have reported.

I can' trecall any previous .r.eferenceto Portugal or to the

Frelimo. __ No previous references to Portugal and the F::-elimo.

his previous references to the African National Oongress. (10)

In fact, in any of your reports do you mention Fr(~limo?

This isn't a memory test. You can go through it and my

Learned Friend can help you on this if he thinks there is one.

There may be one, but I can't ••• -- Yes, there is one. LJ.)7.

LJ.l? ~nat is the next one. That comes ri~ht at the end

here. So that would be the last one, that was October, 1970.

Right. At any rate, we can take it that up to the 3rd of October,

he hadn't mentioned that, because if he had, you vro uLd certainly

have reported it. __ Yes, except for the letter which I referred

to earlier, which referred to the Portuguese. (20)

Here you go again. Look at LJ.16.

"I indicated to him that I was dissatisfied with

this state of affairs. I had infiltrated the Natio-

nalist Party on his instructions and I could not see

any purpose in my action. I intimated that I wanted

action not just words."

Yes.

You go on to say:

"He said that I could be instructed in London in

the use of explosives and sabotage, but he was not (30)

sure whether or not 'they' would trust me."

Yes.

You/ ...
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You see, what I suggest took place, was that you, playing the

part of someone who wanted action, not words, that was the part

you were playing. Yes.

'I.'hatyou said to him; Couldn't you be sen t to London to be

instructed in the use of explosives and sabotage. -- I be:ieve

that in previ.ous reports I had suggested along these lines to

him, but on this occasion it was what he said.

What he said, on the contrary, I suggest to you, is that you

can't just go to London to be instructed in sabotage. He said you

have to know someone there, people won't just trust you if (10)

you go and say: I want to be trained in sabotage. -- He said that

it was possible, but the implication was of course that I would

have to secure the trust and confidence of the people over there.

o~ the contrary, he indicated to you that he knew no one who

could give you such training and again his attitude was that he

wanted to talk you out of such nonsense. -- I believe that in a

later re~ort that it said that I would carry on with the activi-

ties outlined in a previous report.r-- Well, let's see about that. You see, the point is one thing

I is clear, he never took any steps to send you to London (20)

for instruction in sabotage, did he? -- No.

And he never got you any local instruction, did he? No.

He never got you any pamphlets on how to make bombs or any-

thing of that sort, diá he? -- No.

Incidentally, it is not very important in this case, but

when you say ffrench-BeytaBh addressed the guests and you report

him as saying: I hate this country and am not glad to be back

in it but I am glad. to be back aaong my friends at the Cathedral."

Yes.

Now this was a man who had come from 6 months' leave. (~O)

:i Bill suggesting to you that what he said is what anyone might say

there, coming back from 8 long holiday. "1 hate to be back here,

but/ ...
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but I am glad to be back among my friends at the Cathedral." _- No.

vim were these guests? __ There were a lot of people there. I

can't remember who they were.
There were quite a number of people present, weren't there? _-

Yes.

From the cathedral. _- Yes.

Very odd sort of statement for a man to make at such a

gathering: "I hate this country." -- SpeciallY for a clergyman.

Yes, yes, what was the reaction to it? __ The reaction was not

very favourable in some circumstances" (10)

'Viell.who did you talk to about it? _- I cannot recall now.

Did you talk to anyone about it? -- I spoke to my wife about

it, yes, certainly.
Yes, but apart from your wife. -- Do you mean the guests

there?
Yes. __ No, I don't think so.

I suSg
est

that if a man in the dean's position had made such

a statement, there would have been a furore. It \wuld have caused

the utmost indignation. __ Depending upon what people interpretee

it as; what people over there heard, yes. (20)

I don I t think it depends on anything of the sort, I think

there would have been wide-spread complaints. -- Nobody else

complained to me.
The reason that he didn't say it in those words. _.- This is

what he said and I heard it.
There is one further report which I have of those given to me.

which I have to cross-examine on. There are a few other matters

too, but for reasons I needn't eXplain to Your Lordship. betore

going on with this particular report, which is the last one. I

should like the chance of looking at those other three (}O)

reports which My Learned Friend found and I would also like to

wait until tomorrow-morning in order to see whether perhaps some

of/ •••
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of those letters haven't been found and M'Lord I know there are

over 10 minutes to go, but I w0uld appreciate it if Your Lordship

will take the adjournment now.

COURT ADJOURNS UNTIL 4th AUGUST, 1971.

------------------- -
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COURT RESUMES ON 4/8/1971.

HR. KENTRIDGE ADDRESSES THE COURT RE APPLICATION FOR CHANGE

OF VENUE.

HR. LIEBENBERG REP.LIES.

BY THE COURT: I shall give my ruling at a later stage.

The witness Jordaan was still being cross-examined?

HR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, My Lord.

Before the witness is called, may I make another

application to Your Lordship?

This is an application in terms of Section 179, that 10

the Court may either before or at the trial in any case if

it thinks fit, direct particulars to be delivered to the

accused of any matter alleged in the charge, and may if

necessary, adjourn the trial for the purpose of the delivery

of such particulars.

If I can refer Your Lordship to paragraph 13 of the

accused's application for Further Particulars •.•

BY THE COURT: Is this the first application?

HR. KENTRIDGE: The first application, Hy Lord.

BY THE COURT: Now, you made an application and particulars 20

were supplied - I am not concerned at the moment whether

they were sufficient or not ...

HR. KENTRIDGE: Yes.

BY THE COURT: And after that you made an application for

further and better particulars?

HR. KENTRIDGE: Yes.

BY THE COURT: And were those supplied?

HR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, Hy Lord, they were. There WH • reply

dated the 29th July. But Hy Lord, I only wish to ref~r to

paragraph 13. 30

BY THE COURT: Well, that I haven't got. Hr. Liebenberl?

HR. LIEBENBERG: Hy Lord, I supplied two... Well, thb

requesti •••
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request was served on the Registrar and a copy was served by

mistake. I don't know. it might still be in the Supreme

Court with the Registrar. We can make a copy available to

Your Lordship.

BY THE COURT: Yes?

MR. KEiiTRIDGE: My Lord. paragraph 13 of the first request

dated the 2nd July -

"If the State proposes to rely upon documents

other than those mentioned in this indictment and

this request for particulars, the State is

req<lested to supply copies thereof."

My Lord. if one looks at the reply one sees that there

was no reply to paragraph 13. in other words. there was no

list of documents given or no copies. This was taken up in

correspondence between the

BY THE COURT: Just a moment. Yes, there clearly was no

reply to that.

MR. KENTRIDGE: My Lord. this omission was taken up in a

letter to the Attorney-General and copies of documents were

asked for and the Attorney said that he would take copies 20

10

himself if necessary, and in response to that the Attorney-

General's representative said that the most convenient thing

would be if Counsel for the accused simply came and examined

the documents and took copies of any which they wanted to do.

Last week my learned friend and I were shown a number •• ,

some bundles of exhibits, and we arranged for copies of those

which we wanted. My Lord, yesterday or the day before, it

wa. drawn to Your Lordship's attention that the document.

which we were shown did not include the documents put in by

the witness Jordaan. However, I made no point of that.

However, yesterday, one of my learned friends gave me

a list of documents which the State intends to use, and we

asked/ •••
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asked for an examination of them. We have been shown .0_
of them but there are a number of documents on the li.t

which the State proposes to use and we have rot been

permitted to see those documents. Consequently I ask for

an order in terms of Section 179, directing the State either

to supply copies of any document a '''hichit proposes to use,

or alternatively to allow the accused's representative to

peruse them and to make copies of them.

HR. LIEBENBERG REPLIES: With respect, Hy Lord, this very

question was decided in the case of S. v. The National High 10

Command - I think it was reported about 196~, unfortunately

I haven't the reference with me now. But the effect of the

judgment of His Lordship Mr. Justice DE WET was that

documents amount to evidence and that it is not compulsory

or obligatory on the State to produce copies of documents

to the Defence.

My Lord, that doesn't mean to say that the State is not

tryine to be helpful or co-operative with the Defence. Th.

difficulty is this, that in cases of this nature, or let ..

take a concrete example, of Jordaan's evidence, it is not 20

desirable in my submission to hand out reports which this

witness submitted to the Police, which in the nature of thing.

are not really evidence until such time as they have been

made evidence in Court. The State will make available

documents to the Defence as the case proceeds as as it become.

necessary to hand them in, or for that matter give the

Defence copies of those documents. But I did not show .y

learned friend copies of reports of these informal witn .....

at all, because I submit they are not entitled to them, My

Lord, until such time as the witness gives evidence and 30

identif.ies them in Court they do not become admissible.

BY THE COURT: Well, what is the position? You have giv.n

hW •••
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him a list of the documents you intend relying on?

fiR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, My Lord. That was merely to assist

my learned friend.

BY THE COURT: And you have shown him some of those but not

all?

:lR. LIEBENBERG: Some of them, yes. But there are not many,

lly Lord. I don't want to conunit myself, there will be a

few documents of persons who will give the same type of

evidence as Jordaan, who submitted reports to the Police.

r am afraid, My Lord, ...

BY THE COURT: Do these that have not been shown relate to

reports which 1hey have made?

MR. LIEBENBERG: Which they made to the Police, yes. At the

most there are about three witnesses who will give evidence

of that kind, t1y Lord.

I don't mind, My Lord, if my learned friend wishes time

to consider once the witness has handed them in, the State

will be agreeable, but I submit at this stage it is premature

to hand them over.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, My Lord, this isn't so. Amongst the

documents handed in by Mr. Jordaan, which were kept back

from us, were the correspondence between himself and the

accused.

BY THE COURT: There is still one letter missing there,

isn't there?

tiR. KENTRIDGE : Oh My Lord, we have lost count of the missing

letters, I am afraid.

BY THE COURT: No, but one that has been referred to in this

Court in the report, in a report.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, I think there are at least three

missing letters, My Lord, I am not SUre.

My Lord, it is hard enough to keep a schedule of

exhibits/ •••-_

10
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exhibits without keeping a schedule of missing exhibits.

I have made that application. The general rule covering all

further particulars, is that the object of further

particulars is to enable the accused to know the case which

it is proposed to be made against him and to enable him to

prepare his defence.

My Lord, r simply submit that if my learned friend knows

he is going to put these reports in, and there are other

documents also which don't appear to be reports, then I

submit that he ought to show them to us, otherwise,

particularly in a summary trial it means that one then simply

has to get a document and stand down and consider it. My

Lord, if it is a game that is being played, then my learned

friend may find that the rule which he suggests assists him,

but if the object of particulars is to enable the accused to

know what the case against him is and to enable him to

prepare, I submit that these documents should be given.

BY THE COURT: What do you say about preparation, I1r.

Liebenberg?

UR. LIEBENBERG: My Lord, the State made the allegations 20

clear in the indictment. I mean, the State complied with

this judgment of S. v. The National High Command, in giving

my learned friend the facts on which the State relies. In

the National High Command case it is said it is not necessary

to supply documents to the Defence. That is a matter of

evidence.

Now My Lord, again I am saying that when we reach these

\vitnesses, those reports will be handed in, they will be made

available.

I don't know whether Your Lordship has this list. 30

BY THE COURT: I haven't seen the list.

MR. LIEBENBERG: I can just mention, My Lord, that - I speale

subjecti •••

10
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subject to correction - but there are only twelve documents

of this kind which will be handed in in due course when

these witnesses give evidence, and then my learned friend

will have an opportunity to see them.

BY THE COURT: IVhat has happened, with the witness Jordaan,

is that although the document would strictly be only for

him to refresh his memory, the Defence has agreed to the

reading out of the document so that no time is wasted.

Does that mean that this is a document on which you

rely? vlhat is meant by documents on which you rely? 10

HR. LIEBENBERG: My Lord, a document on which the State

relies is a letter, for instance, that the accused wrote,

or a letter written to him. These reports are in the

category of memoirs the witness uses to refresh his me Dory

from. They do not fall in the category of documents as

such even ...

MR. KENTRIDGE: Is that the list of exhibits Your Lordship

has? Called the list of exhibits?

BY THE COURT: Yes.

MR. KENTRIDGE: So these are presumably exhibits.

MR; LIEBENBERG: Yes, on page 10 Your Lordship win see, the

last page there, appear the documents or shall we say the

reports of Jordaan, marked LJ.2 to 17, and then there are

the further reports SM.l to 9 of a witness; HK.l to 2

relate to a witness, and AH.I is a witness's notes. Those

are not documents in the strict sense of the word, i1y Lord,

they weren't found in the possession of the accused. They

were notes made by these witnesses for their own purposes.

and I submit My Lord, until such time as the witness gives

evidence and identifies them, the question of admissibility 30

can be discussed and cnpies made and made available to the

Defence. But at this stage My Lord, I submit it is a bit

prematureI .••

20
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premature to hand them over.

BY THE COURT: Well of course, you realise that if that is

so, then it may mean that an opportunity should be given to

the Defence to ...

tiR. LIEBEN B ERG: To raise any questions, yes, 1y Lord.

BY THE COURT: Time to deal with the particular document,

and also for a possible cross-examination of other

witnesses, for the recall of other witneSses, if that

becomes necessary.

1m. LIEBENBERG: That is a possibility, My Lord, but I 10

submit it is very unlikely that that will arise. These

witnesses each dealt with

BY THE COURT: "leIl, that is a risk you run, it is not a

question of whether at this stage •..

MR. LIEBENBERG: That is why, My Lord, last week I made

all the documents available to my learned friend, to enable

them to see ...

BY THE COURT: How many documents here on this list have not

been shown?

HR. LIEBENBERG: My Lord, they will be handed in. iiy 20

learned frien~ I think they made copies of those documents

that they wanted, we made them available to them. That will

be the FB.-series, the LC.-series, the JT.-series ...

BY THE COURT: The FB.-series, have they all been shown?

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes. also the LC-series.

BY THE COURT: That has all been shown?

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, !1y Lord. And the JT. -series on page 3.

that has been shown, that runs to page 6, and then the HT.-

series has also been shown, up to page B.

BY THE COURT: Page B has been shown? And page 97 30

MR. LIEBENBERG: Page B has been shown. The documents on

page 9 can be shown to my learned friends, those are actually

documentsi •••
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documents which they ... Well, I will put it this way, that

the admission my learned friend made or the opening

statement, seemed te suggest that there was no dispute about

the receipt of the monies into the accused's account. Now,

all those documents listed on page 9 relate to the banking

account of A.J. Norman.

~Y THr COURt: They can be shown?

l'1R. LIEBENBERG: They can be shown, Hy Lord. yes, láth ease.

Then the only documents that my learned friend seems

to be worried about are these r-epor-tswhich are listed on 10

page 10, and as soon as the witnesses ...

BY THE COURT: \'lellnow, the reports numbered LJ have all

been handed in? Or are there any not handed in?

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, they have been handed ... There is one

that my learned friend asked for yesterday that I showed him.

I take it that will be dealt with this morning.

BY THE COURT: So that the only, so far not before the

Court, or rather not shown to him, are the reports SH.l to

SH.9?

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, and liK.l and 2, and AH .1.

BY THE COURT: Will they be shown at the tima of the

evidence?

liR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, My Lord.

BY THE COURT: That is SH.l to SM.9, HK.l and 2 and AH.l?

HR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, My Lord. Hy Lord, it is quite possible

that these two witnesses will give evidence either today or

tomorrow and the documents will then be made available.

BY THE COURT: Hr. Kentridge, is that correct? The

documents which you haven't seen, although the State says

they are not relying on them but the witnesses are relying 30

on them to refresh memories, are SH.l to 9, 1iK.l and 2 and

AH.l1

MR. KENTRIDGE:/ ••.

20
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MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, t1yLord.

BY THE COURT: Are there any others?

MR. KENTRI DGE: v« 11 l'lyLord, I don't know.

BY THE COURT: Well, naturally if another one comes up then •• ,

or is being used. you will have the ..,

MR. KENTRIDGE: The ones on page 9 were made available to us

this morning, and I have no doubt that we can look at them

again later in the day. But Your Lordship is right otherwise.

it is the documents from SM.l to 9, MK.l to 2, and AH.l of
10

the list which we haven't seen.

BY THE COURT: N~W, what do you say, speaking strictly of

these matters as reports, reports by these people from which

they have to refresh their memory, what do you say about the

judgment that says these are not strictly docuraents on which

you rely, they become evidence once they are before the

Court or have been placed before the Court?

HR. KENTR!DGE: Well My Lord, we really saw with i1r. Jordaan

what this amounts to. A witness comes with no real

independent recollection. If th€:se were simply memory-

refreshing documents, what he ought to do is read through 20

them before he goes into the witness box and then give his

evidence.
BY THE COURT: Well, I suppose he could refer to them while

he is giving evidence, but as you say, that may ...

lffi.KEHT~: These are all mentioned in the list of

exhibits, My Lord, it is inevitable in these cases that they

are put in.
Hy Lord, really, if the witness is going to be called

today or tomorrow, I can hardly see why my learned friend

should be prepared to say, you can see them when the

witness goes into the witness box but I can't see them today.

I mean, one must remen~er that although this is a summary
triall ...

~---~--------~
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trial, the normal procedure in the Supreme Court is by

preparatory examination and normally you see everything in

advance in any event. This is a summary trial and one has

to make the best of it, My Lord. But I do submit that the

need for particulars becomes rather more pressing than less

when it is a summary trial.

But I leave it to Your Lordship because as Your Lordship

says, if we don't get them, what it means is that we might

have to stand down our cross-examination or even recall

witnesses. \-Jell,this is very much in YOUr' Lordship's 10

discretion and I simply just ask Your Lordship to remember our

difficulties ...

BY THE COURT: vlell, shall we leave it at this, Mr. Kentridge,

that if you are not provided in time with any of these

documents - and I don't know how many there are, it would

appear as if there may even be more than those listed - you

will naturally be entitled to ask for time to consider them

and to study them and to deal with them.

I don't know, you may have them before or you may not,

I don't know. Can we leave it at that?

MR. KENTRIDGE: \vell i1y Lord, I just express the hope that

I be given them as soon as possible.

----------------------

BY THE COURT:/ •••
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BY T:-lECOURT: \-lell,may we then proceed \oliththe witness?

11r. Kentridgc, are you prepared to continue with your cross-

examination?

.iR. KENTRIDG[: Yes, Hy Lord.

BY THE COURT: Because I think there were some matters that

you wanted to consider yesterday afternoon.

UR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, but I am ready to complete 'the cross-

exanination.

LOUIS HENRY KENNETH ,JORDAAN) still under oath.

CROSS-EXAI'lIl~ATIONBY MR. KENTRIDGE CONTINUED: Mr. Jordaan, 10

! want to deal with the last report put before the Court,

which is LJ.17, dated the 17th October, 1970.

BY THE COURT: That is the one in Afrikaans?

11R. KENTRIDGE : Yes.

You see, at the outset you talk about the destruction

of the accused's motor-car, and the Dean apparently said he

suspects that it must have been done by the same person who

damaged Mr. Joel Carlson's motor-car? Yes.

And you said that you suspected that it was the African

l-lationalCongress which did it, because Carlson had sffiuggled
20

letters of accused persons out of the prison and when he

apparently wouldrlt go further with that, his vehicle was

damaged? Yes.

Was that an expression of your real view? Yes.

What made you think that Carlson hadn't been prepared to

go further with something he had done and that that had

annoyed the African National Congress? I think that the

accused told me that it happened on only one occasion.

Yes, but did the accused tell you that Carlson wasn't

prepared to go further? I think he did, yes.

But when I asked you yesterday about those letters that

Carlson had found in his brief-case I think you ~aid you knew

nothingi ••.

30
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nothing more about it than was in your report? lo/ell, the

report mentioned that the accused told me that the Attorney

Carlson had taken this correspondence out.

No, no, the report says he had found the letters in his

brief-case. Yes, but the question is, did the accused

tell me. The accused told me that Carlson had taken these

documents from the prison.

Who told you that Carlson wasn't prepared to go any

further with those documents - "

voortgaan nie." Who told you 'that?

nie verder daarmee wou

The accused.

\1hen? I think it was on the occasion of the previous

report.

It is not in your previous report, Mr. Jordaan?

is why I said that I think the accused told me.

!'IelI,whenever you have got a question to answer, you

answer that you got it from the accused, but it is not in

your report, is it? Nothing more about Carlson and these

letters is in your report than that Carlson found them in

his brief-case? That is right, but the report makes

mention of the fact that the accused told me that this was 20

the case.

Why did you think the African National Congress haJ done

this? It was the sort of thing that the African Nation~l

Congress are qui"te capable of.

Aren't there some other people you know in this country

who are quite capable of burning~oples' motor-cars?

people that I know?

Yes, don't you know of people who might do that sort of

thing? You get hotheads and lunatics everywhere.

Don't you think it was more likely to be people who were30

annoyed by the Dea~'s anti-Government views?

a possibility, I don't know.

It might'.:be

WeIll .••

---

10

That

Other
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Well now come, t1r. Jordaan, let's have a little common

sense about this. IVhat made you say to him that it was the

African National Congr-ess that had probably done it? What

reason did you have to believe that? Because I was of

the opinion that Carlson's car had been blasted by the

African National Congress because he refused to take

documents out ~~ymore, or have anything more to do with the

documents. I also suspected that Carlson had incurred the

wrath of the African lJational Congress because they weren't

satisfied with the way he was handling money, or money 10

pertaining to the defence.

Now> what did you know about Carlson's handling of

money? I suspected this.

\-!hatdid you know about Carlson's handling of money that

led you to suspect that he mishandled it? I had heard

it somewhere, and I would point out that subsequently in a

magazine, a popular magazine, I can't remember which one,

there was quite a write-up to this effect.

A popular magazine you read this year?

know when it was.

Well, we are talking now of October, 1970.

Oh, I don't

20

Oh yes,

this was before ...

Who had told you something about Carlson's mishandling

of money? I can't remember, but I suspected that this

was the case.

But you say the African National Congress are capable

of doing these things to people who worlt help them? Yes.

Do you mean actually making an attack on a man's

property? Yes.

Getting him into trouble? Yes.

Fol' example, planting documents in his flat? That

the African National Congress would plant documents in one's

flat?! •..

30
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Do you think they would go to that extent?

they are capable of Planting documents in anyone's flat or

doing anything, sabotaging or USing any means of criminal
activity.

I think

And wasil't this sOmething that you discussed 'Ni th
YOur superiors at the Special Branch?

did mention Joel Carlson to my superiors at the Specia~
I believe that I

Branch, yes.

And they discussed him with you, no doubt?
so, yes, I t.lin}:10

And this view of what the African National Congress

may cr may not be capable of doing is one which you might
well have heard from them? Yes.

You go on to say, after talking about the cal" _ Beytagh

denied that he belonged to any organisation or that he

belonged to the African National Congress.

The same paragraph. You go on to say _ "BEYTAGH het
~lhere is this?

daarop aan my ontken dat hy aan enige organisasie behoort ..•"
Yes.

It sounds rather as though you had accused him of it and20

he denied. it. Was that so?
It could be that I had

Suggested to him that the African National Congress Was
responSible, yes.

Oh, that the Atrican National Congee" W~ re'po",ible. r

Well, that may well be that you said that but what the Dean

Was saYing to you was that :.rhateverCarlson's situation was,

he had no connection with the African National Congress. Is
that so? No.

Was he not saying that he had no connection with the

African National Congress? Or ~ldS he saying that he had 30

a connection with it? "Dat hy behoort aan die African

Nationall. "

o

30

lean

<en
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National Congress" - that he belonged to the African National

Congress.

Is that why you were saying he didn't belong to it?

Yes ... (Court intervenes.)

BY THE COURT: Well, I think the ~tatement here is that he

did not belong to any organisation and that he belonged to

the A.N.C.

behoort."

So is it a denial?

"Of dat hy aan die African National Congress

Yes, he denies that he is a

member of the African National Congress.

He denies that he is a member of any organisation and

he denies that he is a member of the A.N.C.? He denies

that he is a member of the African National Congress.

Yes. That is what you put to him, wasn't it, Mr.

Kentridge?

MR. KENTRIDGE.: Yes. No, My Lord, the Attorney for the

Defence put to me the word "connection".

And then he mentioned, according to you, that he only

got money from abroad for distribution "onder die Bantoe

hier" - distribution amongst Africans here? Yes. 20

Well then you have some matter in which you say that

the Dean told you that he had been reprimanded in England,

first for spending so much money on the Nolefe case in

Lesotho? Yes.

You know, Mr. Jordaan, this is another example of either

your inaccuracy or your distortion of statementS. The Dean,

you know, was, he may have told you, advanced certain money

for the case of a man called Bolefe, a small portion of the

money used in that case. You don't know that, I suppose?

This is what he said. 30

All you know is what you have got here, and what the gean

told you was simply that ~hen he was in England he had spoken

tol ...

10
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to someone connected \~ith the Molefe case and said that

there had been a hell of a row about the money spent in

that case? This is what is said in the report.

In other words, you just stick ~o what you say in the

reports? Yes.

You know, Hr. Jordaan, I don't know really how to put

it to you, one can only ... It is as though, when the Dean

said something to you, there was an evil spirit looking over

your shoulder and compelling you to distort what he said.

I do not know about evil spirits.

\4ell, let's go on and see. You go on to say - "Daaroor

het 'hulle' hom blykbaar baie uitgetrap omdat soos BEYTAGH

sê "vertrou hulle geen blanke in Suid-Afrika nie"." Yes.

I am sorry - "en tweedens omdat hy vir my van hulle

vertel het." \'Iell,it is quite true that the Dean must have

said to you at various times that Africans are very unwilling

to trust Whites in South Africa, but he denies entirely that

anyone ever reprimanded him for telling you anything.

is what he said, in the report.

You seem to have a great deal of confidence in your 20

reports, Mr. Jordaan? Yes.

If you wrote something down in your report then it must

be accepted? Even if on the face of it it is nonsense? That

is your attitude? What is in my report is what happen~d,

and what I recorded is what was told to me or what happened.

Then you say that he told you that there was no more

money for terrorist organisations or other organisations in

South Africa? Yes.

But that financial support was going to Frelimo?

Did he use the words "terrorist organisations"?

Whom did he refer to as terrorist organisations?

Presumably the African National Congress.

ThisI ...

10

This

Yes.

Yes~O
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This is always presumably and "vermoedelik". This was

The words "terrorista presumption of yours, was it?

organisations" were used.

\oJell,the Dean denies that he said anything of that

sort to you. All e told you was that he heard in London

that the persons who were concerned with anti-apartheid

activities were rather supporting Frelimo than any of the

South African or-g an i s at Lons abroad. They were supporting

the Frelimo organisations, yes.

You don't seem to understand what this is about. Who 10

were "they", who were triese people? \-Jho\...ere "they", "hulle"?

The accused was always cautious not to mention too many

names.

And you were always cautious not to elucidate? Not

o probe too deeply.

Not to elucidate? Not to probe too deeply.

Allright . Did you probe at all? Leave aside too

eeply. Did you ask any question about who they were? No.

And that you call "not probing too deeply"? No

reply audible. 20

You say that, you report the Dean as being - "dat hy eens

was met die beginsel" - that he agreed with that principle?

Yes.

The Dean denies this. What the Dean said to you, dis-

cussing this, telling you about what the people were doing,

was that although he could understand their attitude which

was logical, he hoped that the money which he was getting for

local use wouldn't dry up. Is that not what he said?

No, rather that he went along with the decision but that he

would have preferred for financial assistance to continue. 30

Where did you report that he went along with the decisi0n?

"Alhoewel hy eens was met die beginsel ..."

And/ ...
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And you of course, inferred from that that he was a

party to the decision? Yes.

And the question of whether money goes to Frelimo is a

matter which falls within the purv iew of the Dean of

Johannesburg? Yes, that is surprising indeed.

However, if it is in your report it must be accepted,

that is your attitude? Yes.

Now let's have a look at the next thine. Look at the

bottom of the page. Do you see what the Dean then told you?

He said that if you were so dissatisfied with things, why 10

don't you just stop all this National Party business and

join the Progressive Party. That was one suggestion he made

to you? Yes.

In other words, he told you, if you were so dissatisfied

with being in the National Party and with nothing happening,

why don't you drop all this and just join the Progressive

Party? Yes.

A strange suggestion to make to his valued agent, isn't

it? Not necessarily. I had been pressing him for mo~e

action without probing or seeming to ask too many questions.20

Yes, you kept pressing him for action? Yes.

And the action he suggested to you was, join the

Progressive Party if you want action. You say that you were

his agent and an agent of the A.N.C., that is how you under-

stood your position? Yes.

Did you complete ly suspend the workings of common sense

in the course of your duties? No.
or

Well, then you say, he said/you could go to England and

he will see that you would meet the right people there?

Yes.

You could try to convince them? Yes.

Yet he didn't think they would trust you. But, you say,

nonetheless,I •••

30
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nonetheless, they wo~ld however, be in a position to give

you training in electronic sabotage? Yes.

So they wouldn't trust you but they would be in a

position to give you traininr; in electronic sabotage?

Yes.

Well nO'I,this for you was surely a great breakthrough,

ltr.J or-d aan? It looked encouraging, yes.

Yes, he was prepared to put you in touch with the right

people in England? Yes.

People who could give you training in electronic 10

f,abotage.? Right? Yes.

So what did you do about it? Well, he went on to

say that ... vlell, he had said previously that he didn't

think that people would trust us ...

Just a moment, t~at is right, but he said he would

introduce you to the right people and they were in a position

to eive you instruction in electronic sabotage? Yes.

Whether they trusted you or not, he said he could make

arrangements to put you in touch with the right people, so

this was promising, wasn't it? Yes.

Because now you might find out who these people were?

Yes.

Right. Now what did you do about it? I waited for

him to continue.

What did you do about it? How do you mean, what did

I do abou tit?

Well, what did you do? Did you say to him, right, I am

ready to go, who are the people, give me their addresses?

No.

Did you take any steps to meet these people? I

passed the report through to my superiors, who would then

decide what should be done after that.

Yes ,/•••

20

30
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Yes, and you did nothing more? No.

You got no instructions to do anything more about it?

No.

Perhaps your superiors took this no more seriously than

I do, Mr. Jordaan? One of my superiors I believe will

give evidence later, My Lord, and perhaps you could ask him.

Yes. But now, this was really the furthest you had

ever got - here was a real offer to put you in touch with

people who could train you in sabotage? Yes.

And yet we find that after this there is nothin , there10

is not even another report from you, is there? This is your

last report? There is not another report from me in

this Court at the moment.

I beg your pardon?

another report from me?

Do you mean there is not

Yes. I did make reports after this, I can't

remember how many, but ...

About the Dean? I believe there was mention made

yesterday of two reports subsequent to this one.

No, no, before his arrest, before his detention in 20

January? This is October, 1970. Did you eo on seeing him

in October, November and December, 19707 I cannot

remember.

Now look how your report goes on. He says that they

believe that very shortly sabotage must be committed and that

it must be •. , it is necessary and that it is mainly Whites

who will have to do it? Yes.

So this is really a breakthrough for you, now something

is really cooking? Isn't it? Yes.

And now when, if you are to be believed, you are really30

on to some action, nothing more happens? I passed the

report through to my superiors and I waited for instructions

from/ ...
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from them.

And you didn't get any instructions? Not in this

direction, no.

Didn't you go on talking about it? You didn't have to

have instructions to go on discussing it at subsequent

meetings, did you? ~o.

One would have expected you to say at the next meeting,

that you had been thinking it over and of the two plans put

before you you had decided not to join the Progressive Party

but rather to go and meet these people in England. Did you 10

say that? No.

You see - it is hardly worth putting it to you - but I

must tell you that the Dean says that what you say here is a

complete dis'tortion of what happened. According to the Dean,

and you seem to agree with it, you were continually pressing

for action and saying you weren't satisfied with just in-

filtrating into the National Party? Yes.

And he said, well, in that case, give it up, join the

Progressive Party? Yes.

And when you didn't seem satisfied with that, he said, 20

well, there is nothing he could do for you. He knows some

people in England, he was prE!pared to put you in touch with

them and if you could get them to help you in your scheme

to take over the Jeppe Branch or whatever it was, well and

good? And to do the other things that he wanted done.

But insofar as you say that they would be in a position

to give you tI'aining in electronic sabotage, what you have

here is completely incorrect, I suggest? No.

You were the one who was talking about sabotage? I

,------~---------------------mentione~ §llootage 6fl-aïlUl!Ibet' Of occasaona , 'jes. 30------_.--- --- --------
Well, perhaps the facts speak for themselves, Hr.

Jordaan. l.et's go on with this report. You say t~1at

Mr. Ffrench-Beytagh/ •..

..
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111".Ffrench-Beytagh told you that the people in England

with whom he spoke were convinced that the South African

Government were afraid of a second Sharpeville? Yes.

A lot of people in South Africa have said it also,

haven't they? I don't know about the people saying it.

And tha·t the Government in South Africa would do

everything in its power to attempt to prevent a second

Sharpeville? Yes.

Don't you think that is true? I am quite sur-e 'that

the Government would like to avoid a second Sharpeville. 10

Of course. I cannot see that the Government enjoys

incidents like Sharpeville or that the Government .njoys

people being shot, people of any race.

Yes, of course. vlell, then there is this question

about the National Party, and then you say, Beytagh told you

that you have got to decide what you \vant to do. Well,

this goes back to what was said before, I mean, either you

stop this and join the Progressive Party, or you take

matters into your own hands and you leave the country and

you go to England? Yes. 20

Now, here is another example - let us look at this next

example of your reporting. He told you, while he was in

England he had talks with a woman, Ruth Slovo. Where did you

get that name from? From the accused.

That is a complete untruth, Hr. Jordaan. I believe

that this woman is sometimes known as Ruth First, as well.

That is a complete untruth, lil".Jordaan. The Dean did

not mention Ruth Slovo or Ruth First. He spoke to you of

this conversation he had with a woman called Ruth Hyman?

I have the name Ruth Slovo. 30

Yes, I will tell you how you got it too. You see, this

conversation was with Ruth Hyman, the Dean has not mel: Ruth

Slovol ••,
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Slovo and does not know her, he never had any discuss ions

with her, and r will tell you what happened. When you went

off to write your notes some time afterwards, you probably

remembered he had spoken of Ruth someone, didn't you? I

wrote the name down.

Yes, but you didn't write it down at the time? At

the time of speaking to him?

Yes. No.

And no doubt when you were discussing it with your

superiors and you said it was Ruth someone, they said to 10

you, oh, Ruth Slovo, and you no doubt said yes. No.

r am putting it to you on what r think is a fair basis,

I am not suggesting at the moment that this was a deliberate

smear to insert this name, I am suggesting that that is how

you came to write it? Well, the name Slovo is known.

Hell, at any rate, this is cOmpletely untrue. And then

you say that your decision was that you were just going to

remain in the National Party? Yes.

Perhaps I missed an answer of yours. Did you say that

the name of Ruth Slovo is known? Yes.

To you? I should say it is fairly widely known.

Well, that perhaps is why you put it in. Now there is

another thing which I don't quite understand at the foot of

page 2 - "BEYTAGH d~el my toe mee dat 'hulle' alle koerante

van Suid-Afrika in Engeland kry, dit lees en daarvolgens dan

optree." Yes.

Who were these people who read newspapers?

members of the African National Congress.

Presumably

Presumably? Yes.

So this is your presumption? Yes.

A great deal of what: is in these reports is what you

presumed? Some of what is in the reports are the

20

30

i,,;__ . -=.t:..1conclusions/ •••
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conclusions that I came to.

And then there is this business about the Dean retiring

in 18 months and that he wanted to go back to England but

L.H.K. JORDAAlL

·they" were trying to persuade him to continue handling

their financial affairs here? Yes.

YOu see, the modicum of truth in this is that the

people who have been providing the Dean with the money which

he has administered have expressed the hope that he will go

on doing this, even after he ceases to be Dean of Johannesburg.

I must point out that in previous reports he had

referred to himself as "a distribution point for African

National Congress funds".

He didn't refer to himself, Mr. Jordaan, that is what

you put down in your report? That is what he said.

A little bit of a difference, isn't it? That is

what he said.

Your presumption perhaps, Mr. Jordaan. Now look,

Hr. JOrdaan, let's try and put a little common sense into

this ... (Court intervenes.>

BY THE COURT: If you have finished with that part icular 20

report it may be convenient for us to adjourn.

COURT ADJOURNS.

COURT RESUMES.

LOUIS HENRY KENNETH JORDAAN, still under oath.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY HR. KENTRIDGE CONTINUED: I would just

like to go back to one or two points.

\iithregard to those pistol incidents, I understand

those took place, one of them in late 1969 and the other in

early 19701 No.

Well, when did they take place?

1.971.

Late 1970, early 30

Well, this is quite wrong, Mr. Jordaan, quite wrong,

theyl •.•

10
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they took place at a much earlier stage. Mr. Jordaan, what

about those deposit slips, have you been able to get them?

No, I cannot get the deposit slips and be here at the

same time.

It is very difficult I suppose to do this after ..,

to do this sort of thing after Court? By the time you got

back to Johannesburg was it too late to do anything about it?

Yes, it was too late to do anything about it after this

Court arose.

Hf!ll, perhaps after you have stood down from giving 10

evidence, when you go back to Johannesburg, you would make

attemps to get the slips and bring them and we could recall

you? I will make an attempt to get them.

You know, Mr. Jordaan, in the indictQent in this case

you were referred to as a co-conspirator, that is to say

the allegation was that you were in a conspiracy with the

Dean and a number of other people to co~~it terrorist

activities? I never saw the indictment.

No, I don't say you did. Can you think of any reason

why that allegation should have been made? No. 20

And I take it your position was always well-kno\>1nto

the Police? Yes.

Did you have a consultation with the Prosecutors in

this case? During last week, yes.

And before that? I think that a couple of weeks ago

I spoke to Advocate Rothwell.

I just want to recapitulate this question of documents,

just let's get it quite clear. I don'tknow if you have had

another look. We take it that all your original rough notes

are no longer obtainable? Yes. 30

We know then that you made a number of reports about the

Dean which we are told have been lost. You can~ help us with

those/ ..•
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those either? I do not have the reports, no.

And finally, it appears that there were at least three

letters which you wrote to the Dean and which you gave to

~he Security Police which are also apparently lost? I

do not know what happened to the letters.

And you have no copies? I have no copies.

Mr. Jordaan, yesterday I think you objected to my

description of you as an aRent provocateu~. Do you still

object to it? Yes.

I think it is clear from your own reports and statementt
O

that for a period of at least 18 months you were urging the

Dean to unlawful action of some kind or another? I repeat

that I made myself available.

You were urging him? I suggested action.

Yes, allright, if you don't like urge, you suggested.
/'/,In,fact, you were calling for action? I think your attitude

~~s summed up in LJ.16 where you say that you intimated that

~ you wanted action, not just words? Yes.

Now let's see what you got. ONe of the suggestions you

made was sabotage of ships? Yes.

No response by the Dean? The accused at a later

stage said. in that same report, that in the circumstances

violence and sabotage such as being described, is justified.

No response to your suggestion of actual sabotage?

I repeat that violence and sabotage in the circumstances is

justified, is what the accused said.

The D~an did not take you up on your suggestion, he

didn't assist you in any way to commit sabotage on ships?

No.

You asked to be sent to the United Kingdom for training",30

in sabotage and other matters? I suggested it, yes.

No.He took no steps tosend you?

YouI ..•

20

I

\
!
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You offered to take photographs of documents? Yes.

He rejected that offer? Yes.

You offered cO help him escape from the country? -- Yes.

He rejected that offer? Yes.

You showed him a gun? Yes.

He did nothing about that? No.

iye know that he sent the figures of immigration to

Yes,England, we have his letter, you have seen it?

or it was read to me, I think.

i4ell, at any rate you can take it as read. Now, .here 10

you were, in his confidence, in your view accepted as an

agent of the Dean and of the A.N.C., and you had continuous

contact with him for 18 months? Yes.

During which, if you are to be believed, you had

confidential conversations of a most dangerous sort? Yes.

Can you tell us of one unlawful thing which the Dean

One unlawful act which we actuallydid in that period?

committed?

An act, yes, an act. No.

Mr. Jordaan, in one of your reports you said that the 20

Dean didn't keep documents, the Dean told you he didn't keep

documents? Yes.

You know, the State has many letters from him to

Miss Alison Norman, including the letter in which he speaks

of the immigration figures? I believe so, yes.

In~ich he discusses the money he has been receiving,

do you believe so? Yes.

And he speaks of you or we or they, have you seen some

of those? Well, what has been shown before this Court,

yes.

Do you know where those letters were found?

do not know where they were found.

No, I

In/ .••

30
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In the Dean's office in the files kept by his

secretary. Did you not know that?
It is possible.

Mr. Jordaan, in one of your reports and in your

evidence you spoke of your contacts with Africans whic;,

arose out of your \'lOrk? Yes.

Particularly with African newspaper-men and business

men? Yes.

Your work in fact sometimes took you to African areas

like Soweto, didn't it? On occasions, yes.

The Dean didn't ever ask you to ex?loit your contacts 10

with Africans? No.

To give them anything? No.

To distribute literature dmongst them? No.

To recruit any of them for this so-called organisation?

1~0•

The Dean provided no money for your activities? Ho.

Or for anyone else's activities that you know of?

He provided money by his own admission for distribution for

African National Congress activities.

Well, we will see what those activities are. Do you 20

mean buying a wooden leg for the widow of an African

National Congress menIDer? I merely reported what he

told me.

\'iell,I am asking you to point to something, point to

some money he spent on A.N.C. activities? I do not know.

\~ell, we know, we have heard, perhaps ad nauseam, he

didn't even provide you with R100-00 for your club sub-

scription, did he? i~O.

Do you know that according to the figures agreed between

the State and the Defence, during this period from say the 30

middle of 1970 until the time of his detention, he received

about Re.OOO-OO from liiss Alison Norman for use among

dependants/ .•.
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dependan'ts of political prisoners or detainees? Do you know

that figure? No.

You see, in your reports dnd in your correspondence you

were asking for money and financial assistance for various

schemes? Yes.

So it is clear that it wasn't: shortage of money, was

it, 'that prevented 'the Dean from givine this money to you?

I believe in one report I made nention of the fact 'that

he said that he had quite a lot of money available.

You know, in one of your letters, W.G, you said that 10

you doubted 'the existence of an organisation of the Dean?

Yes.

NEll, that was true, wasn't it? I beg your pardon?

And that was true? Tha't I doubted the existence?

Yes. No, I wan t ed him to tell me more about it.

Perhaps there was no more to tell, Hr. Jordaan? I

didn't believe so.

Aeain I put it to you, in spite of tha't, over 'this whole

j 18 months you asked no questions to elucidate this

organisation, did you? I didn't probe by asking questio~~.

Exactly, and that is your constant reply, over 18 rnonths

no questions asked and your only answer- is, you didn't want

to probe too deeply? And I suggested that action be
and

taken/along the lines of these suggestions that more would

be revealed to me in this way. If I had probed too deeply, if

I asked too many ques'tions, then I would alarm the accused

or arouse his suspicion. n~
And so in fact you asked 0 questions? IJO.

Perhaps, because if you had asked one or two straight,

direct questions instead of drawing inferences, this '~-lirle

bubble of yours would have burst? No.

And you would have been out of a Job as a police spy?

1'10./ •••

JO 30
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No.

You set out, in the middle of 1969, to collect evidence

against the Dean? Yes.

And I suggest that your reports are coloured by your

initial belief in his guilt? No.

You used to have a conversation with the Dean, it wo ukd

last perhaps an hour or more? Yes.

The Dean was a rapid speaker? Yes.

He did nost of the speaking? Conversations imply

speech on both sides.

He did most of the speaking?

10

On occasion. On

occasions it was straight conversation.

The Dean is an informal type of speaker, is he not?

Yes.

And you would come a day or two afterwards and try and

reduce this conversation to a report? Yes.

In which you would select what you thought was relevant?

Yes.

And which would contain your recollection of what he

said plus your inferences? Yes. 20

Now tiro Jordaan, I cross-examined you at length on these

reports, I probably haven't dealt with every sentence of them

and it doesn't mean that sentences I haven't dealt with are

necessarily correct. I think that I can simply suggest to

you that your reports are a farrago of faulty recollection,

distortion and exaggeration? No.

And I add, with a good dea~ of your own imagination in

them? No.

111'.Jordaan, after the Dean was detained and after

documents were taken from his flat and from his office,

you shown any of those documents by the Police? After he

was detained?

Yes ./...
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Yes, I was shown a letter written by the accused.

What 1 mean is, did the Police call you in to try to

interpret and explain things found in the Dean's letters?

Ho, only one letter was shown to me, a letter \4ritten

by the accused. I was asked to identify the hand14riting.

They didn't ask you for any explanations. is net right?

Of the letter? Of the letter?

Yes. Only the handwriting, that is all they wanted?

They asked me to identify the handwriting in it.

;,ow!1r. Jordaan, there is only one final thing, its 10

another matter of the documents, before you leave the witness

box. You remember we had a copy of a letter from the Dean to

you, his last letter to you, and we were told that .., we \'Iere

told yesterday that the original was missing. If the

original has been found 1 would even now call for it - it is

letter LJ.5.

\~ell, it is apparently not forthcoming, Hy Lord - just

another document missing.

BY TrlE COURT: Has that letter been found?

iiR. LIEBENBERG: ~1y Lord, the search is still continuing far20

LJ.S. Some of these documents were referred to the hand-

writing expert, so it is possible that it is still somewhere

between the office of the handwriting expert and the Police.

BY THE COURT: Yes. Do you have any re-examination?

RE-EXAMINATION BY I-fR. LIr:BENBERG: It was sugges ted to you

that your reports were the SUM total of exaggerations and

distortions and figments of yO'.U'imagination. l~OW I want to

ask you whether you thought there was any risk t<Jyou if you

reported anything incorrectly or falsely? Indeed, yes.

In what respect? lyell, for example, I found out at30

a comparatively early stage that a man by the name of

Sergeant Kennedy was involved in this case. I did not know

SergeantI ••.
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Sergeant Kennedy and I still do not know Sergeint Kennedy,

and obviously there was another policeman involved. Tne

Police also on one occasion asked me about the accused's

confirmation classes. I had never mentioned confirmation

classes held by the Dean, and if I hadnit mentioned it to

the Police, sOr.lebodyelse had. Now we have somebody else

again. I never at any stage knew that what I was saying and

reporting was being checked up or whether I was being checked

up, I was quite convinced that this was highly likely and

that I was. I could not therefore, afford to put in

anything which was untrue or unfactual.

So you say your reports are a true reflection of what

happened between you and the accused? Yes.

Now, it was suggested that you tried to urge the accused

to take action. Did you try to pr-ovoke him? --That is not

so.

This question of the training, the possibility of your

getting training in England, who initiated that? VJhomade

that suggestion? \.Jell,I initiated it in one stage and

the accused mentioned at another stage that he could arrange~O

for it.

You were questioned about violence, the moral justifica-

tion for violence, for the use of violence. Now, I think you

made... What would you say was the accused's attitude with

regard to the use of violence? The accused's attitude

in regard to violence was that it was justified in the cir-

cumstances, that even Christians were morally bound to commit

acts of violence or to utilise violence in these circumstances.

Did the accused voice these views openly or only in

confidence to you? I recall, I seem to recall some yearaO

back that the accused, I think it was in a sermon, pr-eacned

or made a statement to the public, in open public, about the

Christian' s/ •.•

10
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Christian's attitude to violence and when violence is

justified by Christians.

You see, it was put to you that on one occasion at the

house of the accused where some 50 people attended, the

accused spoke of "cloak and dagger stuff". Yes.

It ~1"'Sput to you that this was unlikely that he would

say a thing like, that to 50 people. Now I want to know

what kind of peopLe habitually visited the house of the

accuned , people who are against him or in favour of him or

what? Well, I don't know all tle people who visited 10

his house, but I \,JJuld say by and larbe most of the peop Le

were in favour of him.

\>Jell, can I put it this way - was the accused outspoken

in his views or discreet? He was outspoken.

You were questioned about the letter you wrote to the

"Parishioner" . Yes.

I drafted it with the\'lho drafted that letter?

help of the accused.

;Jow I want you to have a look at these letters again,

~r. Jordaan. Look at LJ.l, the letter dated the 14th April.
20

1970. That was your letter to the accused? -- Yes.

And LJ. 2 is the accused's letter to you dated 19th

April. 19707 YeS.

Nowwhat I want to know is, is it possible that LJ.2

could be the reply to LJ.l? In LJ.2 there is reference to

some printed matter? Yes.

MR. KENTRIDGE: 11y Lord, I cross-examined the witness on this.

My learned friend can't cross-examine him. on it, he can only

re-examine.

MR. LIEBENBERG: Well, that is precisely what I am tryin~ to

do. If my learned friend didn't clear it up I have the right

to clear it up.
i1R. KENTRIDGI::I ...

--
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HR. KE:1TRIOO£: :-Iylearned friend can't suggest to the

witness that LJ.2 is a r.eply to LJ.l.

HR. LIEBENBERG: Will you compare LJ.l with W.2, with W.3

and LJ.4 and try and give us the sequence in w~ich those

letters were written? LJ. 1 w as written by me to the

accused.

That is LJ.1? Yes.

Yes? It concerns the s0-called service for the .. ,

the service for the so-called peace and justice at the

cathedral. LJ. 2 is a letter from the accused to me and it 10

would seem to be in reply to LJ.l.

{-lhydo you say that? My letter is dated the 14th

April and this one is dated the 19th April, '~his is only a

note and for obvious reasons ... Anyway, it acknowledges

your letter ..."

,lhat was the practice that you followed in your

correspondence with the accused? Did you write your letters

before you got a reply or would you write a letter and wait

for his reply and then another letter?

wait for his reply.

Well now, can you explain the reference in W.2 to

Normally I would

printed matter? To printed document?

To printed document. I was asked this yesterday

and at that time I wasn't sure. I have given the matter

some thought and I think it was a pamphlet issued by the

National Party which was entitled "Hertzog Ontbloot".

What about the pamphlet? That this reference to t~e

printed document, this is what it means.

Well now, did you give the accused such ~ document or

send such a document to him? I think I included it with30

this letter.

When you say "with this letter", what is the number?

LJ.l./ ...

20
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LJ .l.

You say you think you included it in LJ.l? Yes.

Although as I said yesterday, there was sene quest ion

about this, it wasn't very clear.

Now, you said that you gave the letters to the Police?

Yes.

Did you do that in every case? In every case.

Or did you post sone letters direct? No, I never

posted letters myself, I always gave them to the Police.

And did you see the Police closing the envelopes? 10

Ilo.

But would the Police put documents in the envelopes

that you knew nothing about? I cannot believe that.

I cannot helieve that the Police would add or detract from

the letters that I gave them to post to the accused.

If thp.accused wrote to you ... (Court intervenes.)

BY THE COURT: Did you sign the letters? NormiUy I

didn't si,n them, no.

MR. LIEBENBERG: ~Iillyou now look at LJ.3, the letter

which refers to Portuguese? Yes. 20

Then I want you to look at your reports LJ.1G and LJ.17.

I have these reports.

Did the accused say in LJ.3 that he would give you

further details? He said - " and I'll do my best to e~ain

it when I see you ..." Yes.

Do you find the accused's handwriting legible, Hr.

Jordaan? It is difficult but I can make it out.

Now, he says in LJ.3 - " ... and I'll do my best to

explain it when I see you ..." Yes.

\-Ihenyou saw him again on the 3rd October, 1970, 30

acoording to this report LJ.1G, you say'~here were quite a

number of people present and consequently I had only aver']

short I ...
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short discussion with him. "? Yes.

Did the accused on the 3r-dOctober give you a full

explanation? No.

When did he Bive it? Subsequently on the 15th

October, report LJ.17.

What I want to know is, when you had this discussion on

the 15th October, 1970, was anything said about this letter,

LJ.3? Or about the con tent s of the letter? I didn't

'Nrite that down in my report that reference was made to the

letter, but I assume it lIlUSthave been because the report

follows on this letter. and the discus~ns between the

accused and I are as a result of this letter.

You were questioned about the tape recording that you

listened to? Yes.

It was suggested that there was some "operation night-

watchman" or ...? I believe that the Defence used the

term "night mission".

Or "night mission".

MR. KENTRIDGE: I may have used that word. I believe the

real expression should be "night ministry". 20

MR. LIEBENBERG: ·.VhatI warrt to know from you is, if the

accused initiated any such operation or such a ministry,

how would he notify the congregation about it? It would

be made known to the congregation in one of three ways, or

a utilisation of each of these three ways. Firstly, by

announcement in the cathedral at Sunday services; secondly

by announcement in pew leaflets placed in all the pews in the

churches on Sunday, and thirdly by announcement in the

"Par>ishioner".

Can you remember such an announcement in this case? --30

No.

Then you were questioned about the report that you

submittedl .•.

10

I
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submitted to the Police after the arrest of the accused, or

about an interview which you had with the accused after his

arrest? Yes.

\.Jhydid you have that interview with the accused?

Because in previous reports it was suggested that if ever

the accused were arrested, that I should get in touch with

Alison Norman in England, and I called on the accused and
~

said to him, I am now going to England and can you put me

in touch with Alison Norman or inform Alison tlorman that I am

coming.

J1y Lord, in the light of this evidence I submit I am

entitIed to lead evidence about this report that he submitted

on the 9th May, although it is strictly after the period of

the indictment my submission is that it has a bearing on an

event that occurred before the accused's arrest.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Hy Lord, the only cross-examination HdS on

whether he told the accused he could .. , he would help him to

escape. If there is anythinE on that or any report on that,
are

well and good. But if there/any further reports of other

conversations, they do not arise out of cross-examination 20

and I would object.

BY TH£ COURT: Well, then you may have an opportunity of

cross-examining on them.

;iR. KENTRIDGE: Well in other words, my learned friend, if

he applies now to lead further evidence, well then I will

reply to that application. Is that what he is doing? liell,

I suggest My Lord, he completes his re-examination and then

ask to re-open his ex~nination.

BY THE COURT: What is your position, Mr. Liebenberg?

MR. LIEBENBERG: There is the other matter that my learned

friend raised in argument this morning, and he said he wasn't

prepared to accept my word for it - that relates to what

ha pne ned Z •••

10
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happened to wi.tnesses in this case, and I submit I am

entitled to ask the witness about those ...

BY THE COU RT : Well, that doesn't relate to the case

itself, it relates to the application.

IR. LIEBENBERG: As Your Lordship pleases.

So My Lord, may I put it rn Is way that 115 far as re-

examination is concerned, I am concluding, but now I want
these

to raise/two additional matters.

BY THE COURT: YeS. The first one you are entitled to put

forward. 10

EXAHINATION BY t'IR.,i.IEBENBERG: Did you submit reports to

the ... (Court intervenes.)

BY THE COURT: Well, the first one I thou ht was the matter

of the statement that you had made.

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, :ly Lord, I will deal with that first.

BY THE COURT: Yes, deal with that first.

MR. LIEBEHBERG: l-1r.Jordaan, the indictment in this case

was served on the accused on the 30th June, 1971? Yes.

Did you see details of that in the newspaper? Yes.

And was your name mentioned fully in the indictment? _~O

Yes.

And in the newspaper report? Yes.

And did anything happen to you after that? Did you

receive any communication of any kind, any approaches of any

kind? There were threats made against me, anonymous

threats.

In what form? One day an anonymous typed letter

arrived, was put in my postbox at my home, and anonymous

phone calls were made, threatening my life.

Who was the speaker? I do not know.

At least, was it a male or a female? No, a male.

How many telephone calls did you receive? I received

one/ ••.

30
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one telephone call, I believe my wife received one telephone

call whilst I wasn't there. And then there were a good few

telephone calls where the phone would ring, I would pick it

up and the person on the other side would just hang up.

And this letter that you received, did it have any

bearing on your evidence? Yes. The contents of the

letter, do you nean? Well, it said that I was a traitor,

that I should rest assured that I would not give evidence

in this case ...

:.I~.KE:nRIDGr:: My Lord, that is not the way to do it, 10

with respect, the letter should be .. This is secondary

evidence, let's have the letter.

BY THE COURT: Is the letter available?

.IR.LIEBENBERG: 'lyLord, the letter is in Johannesburg.

we did not anticipate this would arise ...

MR. KENTRIDGE: \'!ellMy Lord, this application was given

notice of days and days ago. If this was the States point

they ought to have the letter.

11R. LIEBENBERG: 11y Lord, I am prepared to leave it at that.

BY THE COURT: Yes.

MR. LIEBENBERG: Now, I want you to look at the reports ...

BY THE COURT: Now this is in connection with a report made

after the arrest of the accused?

MR. LIEBENBERG: On the 9th .., the lOth May, 1971.

BY THE COURT: What have you to say about that part of it.

the evidence he is going to lead now?

MR.I<ENTRIDGE: Yes, that is new evidence, tly Lord.

Well My Lord, if my learned friend wants to lead new

evidence then Your Lordship is going to allow me to cross-

examine. 30

BY THE COURT: Yes.

MR. I<Ej~TRIDGE: It doesn't arise. as far as I know, out of re-

examination,/ •••

20
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examination but my learned friend made the application, I

can't really object as long as I can cross-examine.

BY THE COURT: Yes. I don't know at this stage whether it

does arise but in any event, whether it does or not, I will

give you an opportunity to cross-examine.

HR. KI.:'ITRIDGE:Oh well, then that is all there is to it.

MR. LIEBENBERG: I did give them to my learned friend to

read this morning, cty Lord. I showed my learned friend those

reports this mornin .

Will you have a look at those reports, t1r. Jordaan? 10

MR. KENTRIDGE: I think he must lay the foundation, Hy Lord,

does he remember it. Does he remember the incident - that

is what one must first ask.

BY THE COURT: Yes, :11'. Liebenberg?

MR. LIEBENBERG: Look Mr. Jordaan, are you able to remember

each and every word that was exchanged between you and the

accused on the 9th Hay? No.

But did you prepare a report as soon after the incident

as possible, which you submitted to the Police?

And have you that report in front of you now?

Yes.

Yes.20

vlell pleas,"refresh your memory from that.report and

tell His Lordship Hhat happened. I asked the accused

if he had said anything about me during his detention ...

Now, let's get this straight. On what date did this

conversation take place? It was on Sunday, the 9th May.

At what time? At about ten to eleven in "themorr.ing~

on the Sunday.

Yes, now give us the full details. I asked him if

he had said anything about me to the Police durine his

detention. He said that he hadn't. I pressed the point and
30

he emphatically denied it. I told him thJt I would have to

be going to Cape Town on the following ldednesday, and as a

result/ ..•
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result of my trip to Cape Town that I would conceivably go

to London. I said that I was dissatisfied with doing

nothing and I felt I had to do something. I asked him, who

should I see or what should I do in London, and I told him

that I could only afford a week in London. He said, go and

see Alison Nonnan. I asked when I could see him, that is to

see the accused. I said that I didn't trust his office or

his telephone, and he replied, neither did he. He said

that he was at work in his office and I could see him

after my return from Cape Town in the passageway outside oflO

his office. The interview with him on the 9th May terminated

there.

11y Lord, may we mark that provisionally as LJ. 20?

Could you just mark it LJ.20, Mr. Jordaan?

Did you have another interview with the accused on the

same date, the 9th May? Yes.

At what time? It was in the evening, after the

service in the evening.

And what happened there? I told him that I would

definitely be going to Cape Town as told to him earlier that
20

morning. The accused replied that he had throughout the day

thought about it a great deal. He said that it was extremely

dangerous for me to go to London and that there was a

possibility that Alison Norman wouldn't speak to me. He

said that he had made contact with Alison Norman ••• He said

that he had not made contact with Alison i40nnan because it

was too dangerous. He suggested that I postpone my trip to

London for a month to see how things develop.

You were questioned about a tape recording. About

a tape recording or a radio transmitter which was turned 30

into a tape recorder, yes.

Did you have this transmitter with you on this day?

Yes .1 •••
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Yes.

And is the tape before the Court? Is the tape

before the Court? I don't understand, Sir, is the tape

before the Court?

What I want to know is ... Will you be able to identify

the tape? It was a very sketchy tape as I recall it,

it was very unintelligible but I will try to identify it.

Well then perhaps we will confine ourselves to what

you can remember or what you noted down about the con-

versation you had with the accused. 'les. 10

What is that document which you have in front of you?

t1R. KENTRIDGE: I am sorry, My Lord, I just missed the date

of this. Was this tape recording of the conversations on

the 9th May?

HR. LIEBENBERG: On the 9th May, yes.

BY THE COURT: In the evening?

MR. LIEBENBERG: In the evening. May I just correct this?

Mr. Jordaan, was this conversation in the evening?

Yes.

The occasion when you had this transmitter with you? _~O

Yes.

MR. KENTRIDGE: What document has the witness in front of

him now? Is this another report?

MR. LIEBENBERG: What is that document which you have in

front of you? It looks like a transcript of that tape

recording.

Did you ever listen to this recording? Yes.

And did you read the transcript? Yes.

And ~ that transcript a correct reflection of the tape?

What we could get out of it, yes.

But you have personal knoLedge of that? Yes.

If necessary it can be played back? Yes.

Now/ •••

30
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Now will you just read out the transcript? The

initial K refers to myself hereafter, and the initial B

refers to the accused hereafter - Witness reads transcript _

"K: I phoned Cape Town today. --

B: Yes.

K: ~nd this trip.js definitely on.
c S -.:t..,ft 9- 'J I .. ,.._, Y........· .
I've been thinkine about it, I've been thinking

it is dangerous. There's at least the danger

B:

','

K:

Alison Norman won't talk to you.

Now look, from my point of view,/I'm paying
i1

for this trip, me, not Pitco.

\.

B: Ken, as far as I am concerned ..." (Court intervenes)

BY THE COURT: !'le,not ...? Pitco.

HR. LIEBENBERG: Was that the company for which you worked

or what? At One time I had been over to London and I

no longer worked for Pitco at this stage, but at that stage

when I had gone over to London before Pitco had paid for it.

Witness continues reading transcript _

"B: Ken, as far as I am concerned I don't think
-.:. 'v

the time is right now, its all too dicy. . 20
.11

...v'ipWhatever happens, Alison wouldn't talk to you.
1'-/1

K: That's what I want to ask. Can you write to
~..._ G~

her, tell her that I come?

B: I simply can't, Ken, if ..... (word un-

intelligible) you know~the thing is much too
{j_' JJ p~

dangerous .... (more stat,ic and unintelligible)
~ sh.r'

Give me a change to get settled one way or the
~

other. t)m going to go to prison or to
~ 0( 'II .t.:;

England. Look, just for the present, I ~ought

a lot about it this afternoon. " =-:« / ,e-~ 30
4"" ...... I '!:.:...~ _f"'-> LJ

~iS is a golden opportuni ty 1)'1'menoj only / Y-

trying to make money.

K:

B:/ •••

10
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B: Look, don't~try tj7go 0 with i:,.~~ave it

for a month or so. \ve should knoy1 Ken, Look ,

If.,,,,~he thing is just too dangerOus'): If ever they

got:hold of you. .~. '7.' ~--"
K: You are sure they don't know me?

B: I don't know. As far as I know they don't.

)C I didn't~~ti~you, /<
K: /( I have this opportunity and you are out,

you are finished.
c......;,...( vL, '-? $'';;

Oh, I k.now , I have thought a lot about you "B:

today.

K: I can make money going, make no mistake, but

it is not just the money I an interested in,

B:

there's a golden opportunity .
. ,{:.-< "''-'

I know~Á You have to find out own way around,

any ~e.~ns log contact with' ~~;~ fatal.
s~ 1\ k

I'm honestly WGrrieti. ~~ :.-qP C1"

" .
I'm sick' and tired of

s~~tly sitting on

Ken,

K:
CL... ~6.#,

my ..... (unintelligible) },,'".
.".,..11 J ....

It won't be very much longer, Ken." ~'"'"20
"I ·cl..c"'-(· /,_;,. r/ Fo/Z_

this inactivity, I'm

B:

And then it fades out.

HR. LIEBENBERG: Now, LJ.20 is the report, Did you mark the

report of the 10th 11ay? Well, there are two reports

dated 10th May, one is LJ.20 and I presume that I should mark

the next one LJ.21?

LJ.21, and the transcript LJ.22, and the tape we can

l. mark LJ. 23.

That concludes the re-p.xamination, l1y Lord.

MR. KENTRIDGE: I would just like to cross-examine on the

first part. 30

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. KENTRIDGE: Mr,. Jordaan, have

you been given police protection since you got these anonymous

telephone/ •••

10
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telephone calls? No.

Did you ask for it? No.

How do you come from Johannesburg to Pretoria? For

this case? By train.

By train? Yes.

On your own? Yes.

\.Jell,so much for the press. Ma., I have those documents?

!1yLord, we had a glance at these this morning. The

accused himself has never seen them and I think before I

cross-examine this \4itness I would like to listl'!nto this 10

tape. I j ust sarrtto ask a few preliminary questions.

\.Jhomade this transcription? It was a member of I
the Security Police, I do not know his name, fu.d myself,

a technician at Security Police headquarters in Johannesburg.

Did you listen to the tape with this transcription in

front of you'? No, the transcription was compiled as we

listened to the tape. It is a very difficult tape.

And Mr. Jordaan, is this the same tape recorder you held

on other occasions? Vlas it the same transmitter that you had

on other occasions? I don't know, I don't think so.

Somewere bigger, some were smaller, but they all seemed to

have one thing in common, they never Horked properly.

Well you know, in various cases at different times one

has come across these transMitters in Court where evidence

was given on them and they worked very well. Do you know

the type of this transmitter? No, I do not know what

type it was.

But just let's g~t it clear. Does this tape relate to

the meeting reflected in LJ.21, that is the evening meetin~?

Yes.

And in the morning did you have this transmitter?

Yes. Nothing came out of it.

\.Jhy,/.••

20
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Why, did you listen or were you told that?
Some

wire or the other pulled out and it didn't work at all.

Ur. Jordaan, you remember I had originally asked you

about your offers to the Dean to get him out of the country

or take him to Ficksburg or something like that? Yes.

Vlas that on neither of these occasions? No.

That was on another occasion? Yes.

So that report we still haven't got. Is that another

lost report?
I don't know where it is.

Well, may I ask my learned friend, is th3t another 10

lost report?

BY THE COURT: Do you know anything about it?

tiR. LIE9EN~: My Lord, really, I am not trying to be... I

am trying to be helpful. I don't ~nOW .. · That is why I

Suggested yesterday that the witness could speak to the

police, perhaps they could ...

HR. I<ENTRIDGE: Well, how would it help if you spoke to the

police, Mr. Jordaan? How would that help to find the missing

documer,ts? I know nothing about the filing system at all.

I mean, you haven't spoken to the police about it, 20

have you? No.

Hell My Lord, I wonder what arrangements can be made

for us to listen to this tape recording. \;e could perhaps

listen to it at the one o'clock adjournment, or alternatively,

I don't know if my learned friend has got a short witness to

go on with or ...

MR. LIEBENBERG: My Lord, I suggest that we deal with

certain documents in the meantime. We could do that or

BY THE C~: Well, will you have an opportunity between

one and two? JO

MR. I<ENTRIDGE: Oh yes, we will make the opportunity.

My Lord, these exhi~its are very short, it won't take me

long/ •••

r
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lon~ to get instructions on them. But if there is a

recorder on which vIe can listen to the tape between one and

two, that will be sufficient time, My Lord.

1m. LIEBENBERG: Hy Lord, may I suggest that we have an

adjournment now and I will try and get the tape recorder

from somewhere and J:lylearned friends may listen to the tape.

FURTHER DISCUSSION BETWEEtl THI: COURT AND COUNSEL.

COURT ADJOURNS.

COURTI •••
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COURT RESUMES.

aR. KENTRIDGC ADDRESSES THE COURT: My Lord, I regret that

although some 90 minutes have passed since Your Lordship

has adjourned, the State has not yet been able to make this

tape available to us to listen to. I am afraid until it is

done I can't continue my cross-examination, and I suggest

that my learned friend in the meantime goes on with something

else until he can make the arrangements.

There have been difficulties apparently about getting a

tape recorder of the correct type. In the meantime they 10

still have the tape and I hope perhaps we could listen to

it tomorrow morning or some other time. But at the moment .•,

so far the State hasn't been able to do anything for us.

BY THE COURT: What is the position, ttl'. Liebenberg?

~tR. LIEBENBERG: t1yLord, there is a machine. If my learned

friends wish to listen to the play-back, the machine is

available. But there is no rule requiring Your Lordship to

listen to the transcript, if I understand the legal position

as t~as set out in BerT.lan's case. I think what Your Lordship

requires is a witness who says that he listened to the play_20

back ...
BY -THE COURT: \'lell,I did not know that it \~as available.

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, but it is available in case Your

Lordship \,ishes to hear it.

BY TilE COURT: \Jell, have you listened to it?

~.tR.KENTRIDGE: Ho, it hasn't been made available to us, r4y

Lord. We have been waitinr here throughout lunch-time to

have it made available. We were told that a machine was

brought but it was the wrong machine; we don't have the

tape; there is no one who has offered to play it for us. 30

If my learned friend will give us the tape I will make my

own arrangements. At the moment I haven't got the tape.
BY THE COURT:/ ..•
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BY THE COURT: Hell, I believe there is an instrument in

Court. Is that correct?

ttR. LIr.BENBERG: Yes, dy Lord, and the t:ape is here too.

I don't know why my learned friend is unnecessarily difficul,t

about it ...

MR. KEHTRIDGE: We were told t:hat a wrong mach i ne was brought.

No one has tendered us the tape to play. If my learned

friend would now like to give it us to and there is a machine

here, wHll then we would like to play it.

BY THE COURT: Because I ',oIouldprefer that to be dealt: with 10

f i r-st so that we can deal with the I.itness...

:lR. KENTRIDGE: Yes, Hy Lord. I thought it would go on

between 12.30 and 1.00.

'dell, it seems from what my learned friend says that

we will have to ask Your Lordship to adjourn again.

BY THE COURT: Yes, in the circumstances I will adjourn.

I am not going to listen to t,!"letape unless one of the ••. ,

either the State or you ask me to do so. Otherwise if there

is a transcript then perhaps you could agree to t:he

transcript. If 1 consider it necessary to listen Later , 20

then I shall do so.

There are offices at the back where probably ...

MR. KENTRIDGE: I am indebted to Your Lordship, because the

State apparently had no facilities for giving us an office

in which to listen to it.

tiR. LIEBENBERG: My learned friend didn' t ask me. I could

have told him, I could have made an office available to him.

BY THE COURT: \oIellthen the Court will adjourn and the

parties can listen to the tape.

COURT ADJOURNS.

COURTI ..•

30
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COURT RESUMES.

:1R. KENTRIDGE ADDRESSES THE COURT: I am ready to finish

cross-examination of Hr. Jordaan, ty Lord.

LOUIS HENRY KEiWETH JORDAAN, still under oath.

FURTHER CROSS-EXAtlINATION BY MR. KErlTRIDGE CONTIi,jUE!):

Mr. Jordaan, what these re ports show is that even in

May, 1971, you were indefatigable?
If by that the

Defence means I was carrying out my duties, yes.

And your duties as you still s ao them, were to make

yourself as you put it, available to the Dean. Correct? -- 10

Yes.
In fact, you were still urging him to send you to

England?
I told him that I was going to England.

You were urging him to put you in touch \á th people in

England? Yes.
You were still saying that you were tired of inactivity

and you wanted action? Yes.

This at a time when his trial was pending? Yes.

You were doing this on the instructions of your

superiors? Yes.

No doubt hoping to find something to bolster up the

flimsy apparatus of your previous reports? Ivere you?

Flimsy apparatus? I don't believe it was flimsy apparatus.

You don't? Here you trying to find someting to bolster

up your reports? I was merely trying to gather more

information.
No you weren't, you were urging the Dean to do something?

The object was that if I did go to London that I be

put in touch with the woman Norman and find out who would

replace the accused.

You were urging the Dean to make you his eMissary?

To inform people in London that I would be coming.
AndI •••

20

I

\
30
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And that you wanted him to send you as his agent? It

cold be construed in that light.

v.'hycould be construed, that is what it was, '..asn'tit?

I suppose so, yes.

You know, ordinarily - of course this isn't an ordinary

case no doubt you will say - but ordinarily when d oan is

charged and on trial and has legal represeltation, the State

does not approach him save through his legal representatives?

I am not aware of legal procedures.

Did you have no discussion with the Special Branch 10

about his position as an accused person? ~o.

At any rate, 'I/hatappears from this is that you were as

usual unsuccessful - the Dean would have nothing to do with

it, would he? The accused suggested that I go and see

Alison Norman ...

Come, Hr. Jordaan, And he then .,.

Allright, finish. And he then later on suggested

that itwas too dangerous for me to go at this stage.

Come, Mr. Jordaan, according to your first report you

said that you were going to London? Yes.

And he said to you, well, see Alison Norman? Yes.

In what connection? He said just see Alison Norman. I
Yes, exactly. She was a very ~reat friend of his"?

I believe so, yes.

She vl0uldwant to know how he was? -- Conceivably yes.

So he said, go and see Alison Norman, lolhoseaddress you

already had? Yes.

He didn't tell you to tell her to do anything? No.

Or to convey any information to her? He merely said,

BO and see Alison Norman.

And then later in the evening his attitude was that you

I shouldn't even do that? He said he had thought about it a

great/ ...

20

30
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great deal and evidently the situation was too dangerous.

~Iell, isn't that right? Would you not, assuming you

'.veren'ta policeman, .)ould you not Iave been in danger if__ l·
you'd had contact with the Dean and wi th Alison Norman?

Yes.

Haven't people been put into detention for less than

that? I do not know why people have been put into

detention.

No\.J,we have listened to this tape recording, and I I
this transcript L-._10

going to suggest are \

must tell you, there are many things on

which we can't hear at all, and we are

wrongly transcribed. It is a very bad recording.------Yes, but still, tilere are one or two things that come

out of it, and one is that you were pressing for the Dean

to put you in touch with people in England? Correct.

And that the Dean said no? He said it was too

dangerous.

He said no, he told you not to do it, didn't he? He

said I shouldn't go.

And he said it was dangerous. And didn't he say also 20

that any contact with him was fatal? Yes.

Do you know something about the technique of guilt by

association? No.

And then when the Dean - let's take it even as it is in

the transcript, your report - you had pressed the Dean two,

three, four times, and the Dean kept saying no, no, no, leave

it over, wait to see what happens to me? Yes.

What did you indicate to the Dean you wanted to go to

England for? I said to him that I would go over for

business reasons. 30

Yes, but I mean, what were you pressing him for, what

did you say you wanted to see Alison Norman about? To

reportl .••

I
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report to her the circumstances, about the Dean's arrest

and anything else that I could think of.

Did you think she didn't know of the Dean's arrest?

She must have known about the Dean's arrest. But it was

suggested at an earlier discussion with the accused and

wi th the woman, Alison Norman, that if these circumstances,_~

arose I should get in t:;':!2JLw_itl _her.-So three or four times you said you wanted to go and

see Hiss Norman and the Dean said that you shouldn't?

'leS. 10

'lou kept pressing? You kept, right up to the end,

saying that you were tired of this inactivity? Yes.

Trying to push the Dean Lrrt o something, wer en 't you?

Trying to get hir., to put me in touch Hith the right

people in London.

And trying, of course, to get the Dean to send some

sort of message through you? Yes.

You said, won't you write to her? 'les.

Hoping that he would put something in your hand which

could be used against him?
To use ar,ainst him and give 20

us an introduction to anyone else.

But as throughout your association nothing comes of your

urgings, does it?
The accused did not think it desirable

on this occasion.
;lO\~, of course, the other thing about this transcript,

bad as it is, I am going to sugr;est to you, is that it

illustrates the unreliability of your reports. 'lou see,

you went on talking on t~is tape and there are some others

of your words which come through. Do you remember referring

to guns again? Yes.
-- Yes.Do you know what you say on this tape?

Yes. \

I takel .•.

"The only thing to do, bOY,,.is to use the gun."

/!lo

30
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I take it at that stage you didn't show the gun again?

The accused on that occasion, during that interview,

patted me down the side of my body, like t:his. On the side

of my body was taped a radio transmitter, a hard instrument,

and when he tapped it and felt it, I suegest:ed, it was my

int:ention to convey to him, in case he was suspicious that

it was a radio transmitter, that \-1hathe felt was in fact

a gun, and ...

I am told that this is a tissue of invention, ~r.

Jordaan . He did. He actually patted .ne , he felt

me down the side.

Why did he pat you? I don't know.

ifuy should he pat you? I do not know.

I suggest that this is a fabricated excuse, ;'11". Jordaan.

It is the truth.

vfuy didn't you report it? I did report it.

Well why isn't it in your written report? I--mentioned it verbally to tIle Police.

Everything else is in your written re:Jort except this?

I be lieve that my superiors can confirm it.

And then I think you are heard saying - "I ar..going to I
fight, Father."? Yes.

And another reference later, to use the gun? Yes,

again trying to create the impression that the radio

transmitter that he felt w as a gun.

But did he tap you twice? No.

This took place outside the cathedral, didn't it?

And you have indicated by your actions, which don't

come over the microphone, that the Dean as it were felt you

with his hands in the way a policeman might search a suspect~O

He tapped me on the sides.'

You were frisked, were you? Is that the term?

\-lith/..•

10

20

Yes.

Yes.
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It was only the ___

Dean and I standing in front of t, e cathedral. '-'l V·~ .1/
~gh;;- Oh, there were people inside :::::J

\-Jith everyone standing around?

but they were only people standing together.

I suggest to you that it is perf~ctly clear that even

at that late stage you were trying to incite the Dean to

connect himself with so~e violent activity? I was trying

to get any more information, any more evidence I could.

Did the Dean say anything to you abou t what was on you,

what was that hard object? o.

Well, what did T.he Dean say when you said, the thing

to do is to use the un? He said that I shouldn't.

~'1hy didn't you report that in your report, that he said

you shouldn't use the gun? Because that might look favourable

to him'? No.

This is exactly what comes of your type of selective

reporting, Mr. Jordaan, would you not aeree? No.

You wouldn't? Your attitude throughout my cross-

examination has been, if it is in your report then the Dean

said it? Yes.

If I suggest that the Dean s aid something to you and it

is net in your report, you deny that he said it? On this<--.. 1

occasion I was relying on that radio transmi~_ N~~"""'r~ \_ '""""!1ave .~- •. ..JJ
Oh, Mr. Jordaan, you/said yourself it is a practicallY-t'-' :,

useless tape. This part of the conversation about the gun

happens to come through? Yes.

And what about all the rest of it that doesn't come

There is thethrough, how do we know what was in that?

transcript.

This transcript consists of a few lines out of a long JO

tape? Yes.

ttuch of your conversation is missing, or appears to be

!!lissing/ .••

10
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missing from the tape?
ttu ch of my conversation?

Yes, and the Dean's. Yes.

So we don't know what that was, do we? No.

How does this transcript compare .., how would this

tape compare with the other one you listened to? The

other tape which I listened to, the Dean's tap~?

The tape from your transmitter?
Well, that is the

transcript from the transmitter that HdS taken off the

tape recorder.
~o, no, please Mr. Jordaan, when you were being cross- 10

examined this didn't come into it. You were saying that i.t

was at an early stage when the Dean had felt something under

your arm or fell, knocked into you. Do you remember that?

Or was there only one occasion when he felt something?

There was only one occasion that he actually felt me and it

was this occasion.

Was there a time when he bumped into you?

remember.

I can't \

So are you now saying that this was the one occasion

where because you had the tape recorder under your arm and 20

he felt something hard, you spoke about the gun?

other occasions this thing made a bit of a bulge.

A bit of a bulge? Yes.

No. On

No, this was the
But he never bumped against you?

one occasion that he felt me.

And when was the occasion when you shOvTedhim the gun

Was this the
under your arm? Was this the occasion?

occasion, do you mean outsic~ the cathedral?

Yes. No, I didn't show him the gun on that evening,

I marely said I would use the gun, in order to convey to him
30

that what he felt under my arm was a gun. I showed him the

gun o~ the first occasion must have been somewhere in
September ,/•••
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September, August/September/October, 1970, somewhere around

there.
;lell then I seem to be wrong. So he once sew a bulge,

or it was bulging, you don't know if he sa\~it or not?

Yes.
And on this occasion he, as you have demonstrated, felt

you up and down? Yes.
But I am sorry, I was wron in suggesting that he had

bumped against you and felt something hard under your

jack.et? Yes.

Fortunately \~e have a more reliable transcript of this

record than of your conversation with the Dean. On pase 82

you say this -
"I actually showed him the pistol on one

occasion. On another occasion I merely intimated

that I, showing that I had the pistol on me,

removing my jacket, or lifting the flap of my

jacket. "

Yes.
Was that simply because there was a bulge?

No, tha~O

was after this occasion, on the very last occasion that I

saw the accused.
i~ell, I am going on with the reading - vlhy? I asked you,

and do you know what the answer was? You said -

"Because at that time the accused had bumped

against me and he had felt something hard under

my j ack.et."

Itlasthat a wrong answer?
It must have been.

\Jhydid you give a wrong answer?
On what occasion

was that, please? 30

It was on Monday afternoon. It is very difficult to

remember •.. vlhich re1)ort?
t1c. Jordaan,/ •.•

10
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[1r. Jordaan, it is rather difficult to remember wha.t

you said as long ago as t'!onday afternoon, isn't it? If

that is what I said, that is vrha t stands.

Yes, and it is wron , you have just told us it is

wrong. NO\l I want to know, why did you invent the statement

that he bumped against you? I didn't intentionally

invent such a statement .
I do\~elJ., it wasn't inadvertently, Hr. Jordaan?

not invent statements.

I-Jell you clearly Lnve nt ed this one according to you? 10

No.

And I agree t.n at; you invented it. There was nothing of

the sort. I had put it to you that you showed the Dean

this pistol in an inciting way, saying that this is what

should be used, and then you invented an excuse for having

shown it to him? No. If I said I bumped against him

on that occasion, what I mea~ is that on one occasion he

tapped me, and this came lon~ after this.

Oh, you mean it was the occasion outside the cathedral?

Yes.

But you said two minutes ago that it wasn't, that this

took place at a later me.eting? The first tine I showed

the accused the pistol was long before this meeting. If I

said there that he bumped into me I must have been referring

to this patt ing business. This came a long time after .. ,

Oh, is that what you meant by this bumping against you,

this tapping? Yes.

Outside the catt adr-a L? Yes.

But you see, I thought you said that when he tapped

you oucside the cathedral, you merely mentioned the gun, 30

you didn't show it to him?

then.

No, I didn't show it to him

ButI ...

20
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But you see, unfor~unately your re~ly that the accused

had bumped you was following your saying -

" ... showing that I had the pistol on me, removing

my jacket, or lifting the flap of my jacket.

Hhy?
Because at that time the accused had

bumped agdi ns t me... "
.1y Lord, let's get this businesS of the pistol straight.

At some time in October, round about September/October, 1970,

I showed the accused a pistol ... (Court interVenes.)

[lY THE COURT: Just a Inoment. At the top of page 82 he 10

"No, I showed him the pistol in my hand, holdin~

it in my hand, loosely in my hand. I actually

showed him the pistol on one occasion. On another

says -

occasicn I merely intimated that I, showinc; that I

had the pistol on me, reI~ovine; my jacket, or lifting

the flap of my jacket.

t../hy?
Because at that time the accused had

bumped against me and he had felt somethin~ hard

under my jacket."

So the showing was on another occasion.

tiR. I<EUTRIDGE: No, My Lord ...
BY THE COURT: But the bumping was when he did not show the

gun.
MR. KENTRIDGE: No, ,'ly Lord, with respect. The first time

he showed it _ "actually in my hand", but on the other

occasion .,.
BY 1HE COURT: Yes - "On another occasion I merely intimated

that I, showing that I had the pistol on me, removing my

jacket ..... " Then you say, HhY'? And he says - "Be'caus
e

at 30

that time the accused had bumped against me... "

HR. I<ENTRI~: Hr. Jordaan, when you lifted your jacket it
was/ •••

20
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(Cour intervenes. )

!1l_Pl!!.-S~; Flut Il'! explalne t nat the showinr- of the

'"'l. 1 ~s \11<"( he ne.d i -;:in his fi nger s . I dj;! "lot tt'yine

li .J.êt'elv ,,""ttin his in tl1e order in wnich i't

,. • ii:: ,'S, "il to!:le. In filet, you c!1rewi t or showed

or te ...m, .Il V u r(';: '1' to put it:.

(;Ir ..':t'l;;l,n" +}w ~"l? of '~'j jacKut" • "'hen '.-tat:. t'1"t:

ttlt! neet inL 'd til 'the :lCCU ed on -::ln5 Sunuay.

1 tn .IQ)'? After the lCth.

occasion'?
Let 115 c..t t:he busi~css ·~ith the pistol in

The fll":>t 0cc1!sic.!'I I sho~led hf" oio tol to the

vIas sOJr.e time towards Septembe:r/October/November>

period of 1370. The next

that 1 -!lyer' spoke to tum about the p i s t o L was on this

he felt ~e over here and I was alarmed tha't he

would take it that this was a radio trans::Iitter, and I

intimated to him by s~ying, and I an going to use the gun, 20

that he would come ~o the con.lusion that this ~as a gun and

not any so~t of bueeing device or radio.

Do you mean the gun tha you had previouSly 5hol~n him?

Yes.
Why had you shown him the gun on he first occasion?

OH, I just showed it to him. As I said. 1 jus 5)10'.-1'.;(;it to

hlat"
Not because of the bum,lin and the tlard hin'! :10,

no.
Well then, let me read page 82 0 you .3.,,-"io...

Just a minute, please, afterwards ...

I thin'( I had bett(!r read it to you before you 0 further.
YouI ...

10

30
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was to show ~he pistol?
(Court intervenes.)

BY THE COURT: But he explained that ~he showing of the

pistol was when he had it in his fingers. I era not trying

to ... I ~n merely getting this in the order in which i~

appears, it seems to ne. In fact, you drew it or showed

it to him, as you prefer to put it.

HR. KE:lTRIDGE: \~ell then, 11r. Jordaan, ~lhen you said,

"showing that I had the pistol on me, removing my j il.cket,

or liftinc the flap of my jacket", when was that?
After

the meeting with the accused on this Sunday.

Oh, after the 10th Hay?
After the 10th.

So it vlasn't the first occasion, it was the last

occasion?
Let us get the business \,ith the pistol in

order. The f i.r st occasion I sho'Vledthe p i.st o L to the

accused was some time tOlolardsSeptember/October/November,

1970, it was round about that period of 1970. The next

time that I ever spoke to hkm about the pistol was on this

occasion that he felt me over here and I was alarmed that he

would take it that this was a radio ~ranSf.litter,and I

intimated to him by saying, and I am going to use the gun 20

that he would come to the conclusion that this was a gun and

not any sort of bugging device or radio.

Do you mean the gun that you had previously shown him?

'fes.
Hhy had you shown him the gun on the first occasJ.on?

OH, I just showed it to him. As I said, I just showCld i'tto

him.
Not because of the bumping and the hard thin~? No,

no.
Hell then, let me read page e2 to you again ..•

Just a minute, please, afterwards ..•

I thin~< I had better read it to you before you go further ..

'foul•••

10

30
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You said -
"I carried it to show the accused, (that is the

pistol) because on a number of occasions that I

visited him, on a few occasions that I spoke to

the accused, I had on me a radio transJ!litter

provided by the police and it was this hard object

on the first occasion that the accused had felt ..."

No, he never felt a hard object on the first occasion.

The time that he felt the hard object was on this, on t.le

10th Ilay. There was always a bulge, if there ua s il 'trans- 10

mittel' on me -then there would be a bulge under my arm.

So it wasn't the first occasion, o~ was it, that he

felt this'?
The first occasion that he felt a hard object

on me was on that eve nine in the cathedral.

The evening in the cathedral? Yes.

And you say it was even after that then that you showed

him the pistol?
And after that I never showed him the

pistol. I saw him once after that and I lifted the flap of

my jacket like this to show him.

And what did you show him?
I showtd him the butt 20

of the pistol.
The butt of the pistol? It/henwas that?

It was

after this occasion. Oh, it was
Yes well, when'? This ~~as the 10th May?

during the week, later on.

i'lhere? At Darragh House.

Well, what was the object of that? ,/hy did you have to

show him the butt of your pistol'? Well, I went into

Darragh House, I think it was the Thursday or Friday after-

wards} following up on this business of going to London, 30

and I saw him in the passage at the cathedral, in the passage

at Darragh House.
AndI ..•
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You said -

"I carried it to show the accused, (that. is the

pif!tol) because on a number of occasions that I

visited him, on a few occasions that I spoke to

the accused, I had on me a radio transl~itter

provided by the police and it was this hard object

on the first occasion that the accused had felt ..."

No, he never felt a hard object on the first occasion.

The time that he felt the hard object w a.s on this, on t n e

10th llay. There was always a bulge, if there \Ias e trans- 10

mitter on me then there would be a bulge under my arm.

So it wasn't the first occasion, o~ was it, that he

felt this? The first occasion that he felt a hard object

on me was on that evening in the cathedral.

The evening in the cathedral? Yes.

And you say it was even after that then that you showed

him the pistol? And after that I never showed him the

pistol. I saw him once after that and I lifted the flap of

my jacket like this to show him.
I showed him the butt 20

And what did you show him?

of the pistol.

The butt of the pistol? \Ilhenwas that?
It was

after ·this occasion.

Yes well, when? This was the 10th l"lay?

during the week, later on.

\fuere? At Darragh House.

Well, what was the object of that? \/hy did you have to

Oh, it '.-las

show him the butt of your pistol? viell, I went into

Darragh House, I think it was the Thursday or Friday after-

wards, following up on this business of going to London, 30

and I saw him in the passage at the cathedral, in the passage

at Darragh House.
AndI ...
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And you lifted the flap to show the butt of the pistol?

Yes.
Again to gjve him the assurance that it was a

Why?

gun and not a
\-lell,had anyone ever said anythinr; about a.radio

tré).nsmitter?
[Jo,but I assumed that he would cone to

the conclusion that this might be the case.
I was

Even after you had told him about the gun?

making sure of it.
So what passed between you on this last occasion? 10

vie had had a few words and I said that I was going to

London.
You said you were going to London? And what did he say?

He didn't say much at all on that occasion

Where is your report of that?
I do not know, I do

not have it.
I thinl< I made a report, yes.

You made it th0ugh?

Well, perhaps we could call for that one also.

You see, the trouble now is, we are getting a selection,

each report is a selection and we are getting a selection 20

of the selection it seems.
Mr. Jordaan, let's come bacl< to the truth of the matter.

When you saw the Dean outside the cathedral and you spol<e

about the gun, it was more incitement on your part? No.

And the record will speak for itself - I am going to

Sug~est you have now given us at least three different

versions of the pistol, and I &~ also going to suggest that

the explanation you gave on Monday afternoon of why you

showed the accused the pistol, was palpably untrue.

And now finally, fir. Jordaan, on the subject of the 30

pistol, is there perhaps another explanation you wou.ld lil<e

to give about it, a further explanation?
About the

pistolll •••

•.
'I
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pistol?

Yes. No.
Yhen I sooke to you this morning about the pistol. I

put it to you that this pistol incident had been - it was

my first question this morning, I think - that this pistol

incident had been early or in the middle of 1969. Do you

remember your reply to me? Yes.

What was it?
I saia it \~as towards the end of

1970, beginnine ..• 1970/71.
Ho, you said it W3C the beginning of 1971, didn't you? 10

I said it was towards the end of 1970 and round about

the beginning of 1971. or Hay, 1971.

\fuereaS now you say that it was not only on the 10th

Hay. 1971, but even after that?
A week after that, yes.

And that you call the beginning of 1971?
Oh well,

the first half. It was certainly not in 1969 because in

1969 I didn't possess the pistol. The pistol came into my

possession some time round about September/October, 1970.

At any rate, on your version the occasion when you

actually held the pistol in your hand had nothing to do 20

with bumping you or frisking you or seeing bulges'? No ...

Well, I showed him the pistol on that occasion.

And where was that?
It was in front of his home in

St. David Avenue, Houghton.

Well, seeing you have gone as far as t~is, there is

another rather strange thing about your reports. You

remember you adrnitted to me that after the Dean was out of

detention you invited him to escape, you offered your

services to take him to Ficksburg?
I said to him, do

you want a lift to Ficksburg, yes.

But he refused? Yes.

Now I understood from you that that had been
incorporated/ ..,

30
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inco~po~ated in a ~epo~t?
That particular one?

Yes. I think so, yes, but I don't knoW fo~ sure.

Weil , it is not i.nthese repf)rtS, is it? So does that

mean it was on a different occasion or was it on this

occasion'?
On this occasion on the 10th Hay'?

No, it wasn't on that occasion, it was.··
Yes.

I think it was earlier, yes.
It was earlier?
\le11, I had understood that there ~~as a report on this '?

1 am not su~e i.fthere is one or not, there are so oany

repc)rts that have in that I seem to lose tr·acl<of then.
10

gone

\Jell, if it wasn't in a report. HhY would you have

omitted it from a report?
Maybe at the time 1 didn't .••

1 dorlt know why it was omitted, if it is not in the body of

a report .,.
Because it wouldn't help the case against the Dean,

\~ould it) to report that '?

I don't kno"l whether it ~JOuld

help or not.
You really don't'? You don't know that it wouldn't help

the case against the Dean to report that he had refused your

offer?
I am not the judiciary, I merely make out my

reports and submit my reportS.
At any rate, there again it is selected. i!eknow at

this time not only are you making these other Suggestions to

the Dean, but you are offering him a lift to Ficksburg and

it is refused, but your report on that if any, is not before

the Court?
1 haven't got this report ... I don't know

if I made .. , I don't think I made a report on it.

toJell,whY didn't you m:l<e a report on it'?
If I

didn't put in a report about it ... I don't know why I

didn't put in a report... 30
~asrltit your duty to make a report of all your

convers ations •..
It seemed to me to be a rather mundane.

insignificant/ •••

20
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insignificant thine.

Hhat, just a mundane piece of ordinary conversation?

Yes.

That you had offered the Dean. who was 3-Iaiting trial.

a lift to the border? It had already been on record

before, this

No, not before his detention. Not before his detention.

$0 this to you was the sort of mundane part of a con-

versation that wasn't worth reportin? I didn't report it.

It would seem that I didn't report it. 10

But you say it was mundane? It see~ed to me to be

mundane.

~ldS anything that the Dean said which d idn't f all in

·with your ideas about him, mundane in your view, and not

worth reporting? If there was som:_'thin said that was

not worth reporting, I didn't report it, no.

And your idea of what wasn't worth reporting was if t;le

Dean said something which didn't fit in \-lithyour view of

him. as a conspirator? No, I would record anything that

I thought was significant. I rp.merrberon a couple of 20

occasions sayine that the accused maintained that he was not

connected, for example, with any organisation. I nevertheless

reported this.

Are there then possibly other cases w~ere you made

suggestions to him of doing something unlawful which he

refused and which you haven't reported? -- I don't think so.

Why don't you think so? Would they not be equally

mundane? No.

Why not? Hhat is the distinction? I cannot recall

all the conversations at this stage that I had with the Dean~O

\~at is the distinction between the offer of a lift to

Ficksburg to a man awaiting trial on a serious charge, and

otherI ..•
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other suggest ions of unlawful activity? \lhy is one loundane

and the other not?
As I recall the incident, I said to

him rat:her jocularly one day outside t!1ccathedral, doyou

want a lift to Ficksburg, and he said no. I didn't t;1ink it

~Iorth-while reporting.
That was jocularly? Do you mean, yOU didn't intend it,

you didn't intend it seriou!'lY? No.

You say no, you didn't intend it seriouslY? Is that

what you mean? Yes.
You mean you intended it just as ... Well, I said 10

it to him jocularly, but if he had taken it up, well then .•.

I didn't think he would take it up.

And if he had taken it seriouslY?
Then we wou ld

have been faced with a set of circumstances a.gain'Ihere

the accused would be a fugitive from justice.

You wouldn't have said to him that he should just re-

consider his actions? \iell, I \-1Ouldhave said to hiJ!l,

reconsider ...• (WitnesS mumbles - away from microphone.)

So it was just a joke? Can we take it as just a joke?

I meant it lightly. 20

Yes, that is what I mean, you meant it lightly, not

I didn't believe for one
seriou5ly, it had no purpose?

minute that he would take it up.

So you had no purpose in saying it?
Not really, no.

You see, again,wh~n I first asked you about it you said

that when you offered him a lift, the implication waS that

he could get across the border, and when I asked you, why,

you didn't say, as a joke - you said, "to further convey to

the accused that even at this stage I was his agent and actine

on his behalf." Yes~ but it was said lightly. 30

you didn't say that earlier, did you? Ho.

t1r. Jordaan, ,.,henyou were giving me those answerS did
youi •.•
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you just say the first thing that came into your head? Did

you not consider your answers to me?
I tried to ans\'ler

the questions that were put to me to the best of my ability.

\.Jell,can you thinl<:of any other of your Suggestions

or off ers to the Dean noW \~hich lo/eren't in your reports'1

No.
You see, when you came bacl<:to Court this morning you

were able to remember what you couldn't remember yesterday,

namelY the printed document alleged to have been contained

in your letter to the Dean?
YeS.

~1hat led you to remember that?
At the time this

printed document on the Hertzog group had been a feature of

the election campaign in 1970, it waS a document which I had

had several times, I had been intensely concerned with this

election campaign for an on behalf of the National Party.

And so that you put in a letter to the Dean in England?

Yes.

But for what purpose?
(Court intervenes.)

BY THE COURT: I don'twant to interfere with your croS
S

-

examination, but t}lis doesn't floH really out of the extra 20

evidence that was led. However, if you think it would assist •.

tiR. I<E!JTRIDGE: YeG. I just want to l<:nowwhy he can rei;;ember..•

Well, I will just finish this off.
justYou/thought of it overnight, did you? YeS.

That you had sent this pamphlet? Yes.

And 1Ir/ last question will be. ~lhy did you send that

pa."IIphlet?
Just to give him something else from me,

somethine else to sort of indicate that I was worKing on his

behalf .
So you gave him a ?ublicly distributed pamphlet? -- Ye~~

RE_EXAllINATION BY aR. LIEBENBERG: Mr. Jordaan, I would like

to get this reference to the pistol in its'proper sequence.
\1hen/••.

10
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Hhen was the pistol first mentioned or shown to the

accused? The pistol was first ~entioned .., shown to the

accused, as I said, some time in September/October, 1970,

thereabouts.

And where did that happen? Outside his home, in

the entranceway to his home in St. David Avenue, Houghton.

\fuydid you show it to him? I just showed it to him,

that I had it. More a gesture of Showing him something tnan

anything else.

Did he handle the pistol on that occasion?

it between his two fingers as I have said. He seemed .• , he

didn't seem to know how to handle it or hold it.

And when did the second occasion arise? That I

showed him the pistol?

Or that you mentioned the pistol, I don't care. It

was on t~e occasion at St. Mary's Cathedral when this radio

transmitter was on me.

\fuatwas the date? It lAas the 9 th i-lay , I believe it

was.

The Sunday? The Sunday, yes.

On the Sunday was t e next incident?
few

some good/months after t~at.

Yes, that was

And what happened on the 9th May? The accused felt

this hard thine under my arm, this radio transmitter, and I

made reference, as is on that transcript, to using the gun,

to indicate to the accused that this gun, this thing that he

had felt under my arm was a gun, or hoping that he would

believe that this thing he felt under my arm was a Zun and

not a radio transDitter.

But did you show him the gun? I didn't show him

the gun on that occasion, no, because then I would have had

to undo my jacket and show him a radio transmitter.

ButI •••

20

30
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But you say he felt your body?
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Yes.

And touched something? Yes.

What did he touch? The radio transmitter.

And v/hendid you lift up the flap of your jacket?

After that occasion in Darragn House, in the passage at

Darragh House, a few days later.

Now where did this ... (Court inervenes.)

BY THE COURT: Were there three incidents then of ...?

Yes.
t~EBEllBr:RG: So where did the second incident take... 10

BY THE COURT: Just one moment. There is a reference to

two occasions, that was in a question put to you ...

MR. LIEBENBERG: Yes, at the bottom of page 8t.

BY THE COURT: The question was -

"In fact you drew it or showed it to him, as

you prefer to put it, on two occasions?"

And you said -

"No, I showed him the pistol in my hand ...•

on one occasion. On another occasion I merely

intimated ..•W 20

Yes.

But those were twooccasions which you referred to.

However, Mr. Liebenbere. you may proceed.

MR. LIEBENBERG: I just want to get the places clearly now.

The first time it happened at his house in St.•David Road,

the second occasion at St. Mary's Cathedral? "Jhere I

intimated that I had the pistol but did not show it to him.

Where you intimated that you had a pistol? YeS.

Was that in the street? Well. it is on the steps

on the side of the door, the entrance to the cathedral. 30

And the third occasion? \~aswhen. after this I saw

him in Darragh House in the passageway.
A weekI •••
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A week later? A few days later, yes.

A fe~1days later. \-/hathappened then?
I said to

him th t I had been to Cape Town and that I had come back

anO that I was going to LOndon.
But now, did you mention ... Did he mention the pistol?

No, I just lifted the flap of my jacket like this.

Oh, on the third occasion you opened the flap of your

jacket? Yes, that Has in the passazeway of Darrar,h House,

aftel:'these incidents had "taken place.

That .las now on the third occaoion?
It Jas the

third occasion, yes.
Now, when yOU said here in answer to my learned friend

on page 82 -
"No , I showed him the pistol in my hand. holding

it in my hand, loosely in my hand. I actually

showed him the pistol on one occasion. On another

occasion I merely intimated that I, showing that I

had the pistol on me, removing my jacket, or liftinc

the flap of my jacket."

Again, I shoHed him the pistol outside his home in St. 20

David Road some time in 1970. The second occasion I intimated

I had a pistol outside the cathedral on the 9th l1ay, when

he felt somethinf hard here, and then I actually showed him

the pistol, the second time that I s~owed him the pistol was

after that in the passageway in Darragh House.

Well, why did you show him the pistol?
l1erely again

to emphasise this pistol rather than a radio transmitter.

And what did he say? Nothing.

Did he on any of these occasions show signs of fear?

No.

That is all, My LOrd.

NO FURTHER QUrSTIONS.
l1R. LIEBJ:NBE:\G:/•.•

10

JO
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Nrt. LIEBENBERG: t-1y Lord. I may mention that further re,orts

of the witness have been traced. but I shall have him here

tomorrow with those reports, as soon as I o;et t her, '. and

produce them.

Your Lor-dshi p will remember some letters were mentioned.

and apparently we have been successful in tracin~ the

letters.

WInlESS JORDMI~: I must be back here tomorrow. !ly Lord?

BY THE COURT: Yes.

Ille11, you can show the reports to HI'. Kenrr idge , I 10

don't know whether he will want

HR. LIEBENBERG: My Lord, there is a witness ..•

BY THE COU1{T: Well, I want to give my ruling in the matter

of the application made.

RULIIIG: I ...
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BY TH£ COURT: Application was made on behalf of the accused

for a change of venue in terms of Section 151 of the

Criminal Procedure Act No. 56/1955.

Although most of the acts complained of took place

in Johannesburg, and although the accused himself is

resident in Johanne5burg, the Attorney-GenerAl, in terms of

Section 152 ~ of the Act, came to a conclusion and directed

that this trial should be a summary trial and that it should

take place here in Pretoria.
There are various grounds on

which he may come to such a decision and I shall deal with (10

one or two of them later.
The present application was set down for Monday, the

day on which this trial was to commence. Mr. Liebenberg

on behalf of the Attorney-General asked for an extension of

till'.eand eventu-'tllyintimated this morning that he was

prepared to deal with the question as far as the Attorney-

General was concerned, and he the.n intimated that the

Attorney-General opposed the application for a transfer of

the case to Johannesburg.
Mr. Kentridge on behalf of the accused, pointed out (20

how inconvenient it was coming over to Pretoria, and,

particularly, how difficult it was to hold ordinary consul-

tations.
These difficulties are appreciated.

What is of even greater importance, I think, is the

fact that I have before me the statements by twO doctors

and a psychiatrist, who came to the conclUsion that the

accused, although he is fit to stand his trial, was under

great strain and that the travel backwards and forwards would

increase the strain and should, if possible, be avoided.

On the other hand, Mr. Liebenberg pointed out that the (30

Attorney-General was acting correctly as he had taken his

decision in the interests of justice and because control
could/ •..
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could be rrore easily exercised here than in Johannesburg.

Because of a statement that haa been made during the

argument, the witness who was then in the box, Jordaan, was

asked about what had happened to him, and he indicated

that he had been thrf,atened. It does not appear as if the

danger of the threat would be more serious, if the trial

had to take place in Johannesburg.
But in this connection

the questions of control may be important.

1 have considered all these facts and apart from what

I have said, I have kept in mind a number of other factors, (10

such as, for example, the public interest which is displayed

and the size of this particular Court as compared to "Ihat

is available at the moment in Johannesburg in the Local

Division, and also the availability of courts there and the

possible arrangements that would have to be made.

After considerine all these factors, and particularly

toO the health of the accused, I have nevertheless come to

the conclusion that at present I should not order any

change of venue. However, if there is a change in the

circull,stances,the application may be renewed. If, (20

furthermore, there should be any inconvenience caused to the

accused and his Counsel regardinr the preparation of his

case, it should be brought to my notice and the necessary

arrangements will be made.
There will therefore be no order at this stage on the

appl.ication for a change of venue.

------------------
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MR. LIEBENBERG: My Lord, may we proceed with the next

witness?

BY THt COURT: Yes.

t1R.LIEBENBERG: My colleague v/ill lead the evidence.

HR. ROTHWELL: May it please Your Worship, I call Alinah

Ndala.

INTERPRETER: B. ZAPI.

ALIN~~ NDALA' d.s.s.

EXAMINATION BY MR. ROTH\JELL: Alinah, are you a member of

any organisation at all? Yes.

What? A.N.C.

Since when? From the end of 1967.

At the time when you joined the A.N.C., who was the

leader? Mrs. Mandela.

What is her first name? \oJinnie.

Now, at the time when you belonged to this organisation

did you have much to do with Mrs. Mandela at all? Yes,

I worked with her.

And from whom did you always receive your orders with

regard to your organisational activities? The same lady~O

Now, you say you joined at the end of 1967. Can you

remember any specific order that you got from 11rs. Mandela

round about April, 196B? During 196B?

Yes, shortly after you joined did you have to do

anythihg for her? Yes, I remember that I went to a

certain place.

Where? At Nylstroom.

\-Ihatplace? At thl:.gaol.

And did you actually go there? Yes, I went t~lere.

Could you tell His Lordship what happened... Just 30

before you went, what arrangements were made and who

arranged it and all that kind of thing? Just tell His

LordshipI •••

10
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Lordship exactly w'hat happened?
There came two women

to me, they said that they have brought a message for me

frqm Mrs. l-1andelá.

Hho were these women, please'?
One of the wom~n

is Martha Dhlamini.
The other one' 5 narne is Sechaba.

And the other one'?

Naomi.____.,
NOvl these two women, were they also n embers or not?

Yes, they vlere members.

Of ,-"hat?
They were members of the organisation. 10

By organisation de you mean the A.N.C. or any other

organisation'? Yes.

Yes what? I mean the A.N.C.

Right, and what did they tell you?
They said that

we will have to be five when vre go and see those who are

arrested.
These people whc are ao_'rested,what kind of prisoners

were they? Can you remember?
They were members of the

A.N.C. Yes.20
Now, did you actually go to Nylstroom at all'?

How did you get there, to NylstroOI!l?
By train.

Did you buy your own tickets'?
No, we were handed

the tickets when we arrived at Park Station.

In Johannesburg? Yes.

By whom? Can you remember?
Oniea gave us the

tickets.

onic~asheko.

Did she have any conne<::tionwith the A.N.C. as well or

not? She was also a n~mber.

Now tws. Ndala, what was the purpose of this visit to 30

these A.N.C. women in Nylstroom Gaol?
We wanted to

enquire where their children are so that we could help them.
15/ •••
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Is this the children of the prisoners? YeS.

Now, who was to help the children of theSe prisoners,

you personally or anybody else? The A.H.C.

What were you to do v/hen you got to the gaol? What

were you to tell the authorities with regard to who you

'Iere? That we are r-eï.a .. ives.

Is that "hat you had to tell the authorities at the

gaol? Yes.
Were any of you in fact relatives of the women you had

to go and see?
;~owwhat happened Hhen you were brought int.othe

presence of these prisoners that you were going to go and

see? Just tell the Court what happened then. Will you

please repeat the question? I do not understand it properlY·

You see, you are £mpposed to be relativ,es of the

prisoners. Now t4hathappened when the prisoners saw you,

when you were brought into the presence of these prisoners

that you had to visit? vfuen they saw uS they found that

we are unknown to them, they were also unknown to us, and

then we winked with our eyes, He winked to them with our

eyes.
And did they then play along with you? Yes.

Can you recall the name of the pacticular prisoner that

you y;>urselfhad to see? Yes, I remember, itwas I-tabel.

Mabel who? -- t1abelMali.
And did you make the necessary enquiries as instructed

by lirs. Mandela?
:fiC t<ENTRIDGE: No or.a said she had been instructed by

HI'S. Mandela.
MR. ROTHHELL: Oh yes, My Lord. Right in the beginning when

30

those twO women approached her, they told the witness that

they had come from Hrs. 11andela.
HR. KENTR!DGE:/ •••

10
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l1R. KENTRIDG!_: In other words, it is about third-h.:t
nd

hearsay, :\y Lord.t!R. ROTg'<EL
L

' 1 will cephN,e the question, 1 don't wish

to indulge in • leg.l t.ngle with my leacne
d

fciend at thi'

Did you then carry out the ins'cructions as conveyed

to yOUby tho,e two womenth.t came .nd ,aw yoU ociginallY

about gain. to Nyl,tCO""' Mactha Dhlamiui an' Naomi Sechdb
a1

stage.

\'lhen yOU returned from NylstrOOm, d id yOU go and 10
'les.

report to anybody?

\~hen we came back frot:1 NylstrOoT'l

and a,,"ived ilt the ,tation, Mr'. ""n
dela

" .. pc
esent

at

tM

station. and Sikakane was also at the stati~n.

Who is that last person? Sikakane ..

What is Sikakane's first name? Joyce.

Joyce Sikakane? 'les.
NOw, what connection, if any, was there between Joyce

sikakane and the A.N.e.?
She was a member.

\Ias she also a member?
'les.

Vecy well, and thenl llhen you ,at back theC
e

wa' 20

"",. landel
a

and Joyce sikakane wait in" foc yOU, and then'

Everyone of us, each of us told ars. Mandela 'th<tt she

had met the person which she '..as sent to go and meet or go

and see. Mrs. \1andela told us we must vn'i te to thOSe

'les?

we had met and saw. We must write letters to thoSe

BY THE COURT: You must?

that we had met and s~w.
MR. ROTHWEL]!: In other Nords, you had to each write a

letter to the person that you went and visited?

YeS.

And did you in fact do so yourself?

What did you do with the letter?

'leS, I wrote.

,'lI's. l'landela told

mel.··

-

'\

ld

,0
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me that I must write this letter and after I have written

the letter I must not close it and I must hand it to Onica.

Must you put it in an envelope at all? Yes, she

said that I must put the letter into an envelope. I must

address the letter but I must not close it.

You must not seal the envelope? Yes.

And did you in fact hand this letter over to Onica as

instructed? YeH.

Did you see what Onica did with this letter at all?

I did not see what she did with the letter, but she had toldiD

me that she \vill have to take the letter to !Irs. ·lahdela.

Now, did you ever receive a reply to this letter from

this person that you wrote to? Yes, I received a reply.

And what was the contents of this reply? The

answer was that she thanks .. , she is thankful of the present,

the R5-00 present that I had sent her.

She thanked you for th~ R5-00 present that you had sent

to her? Is that what the contents were? Yes.

Now Mrs. Ndala, did you in fact send R5-00 to this

20prisoner that you had seen? No.

Now, from what you could eather, were you the only one

that had ostensibly sent money to these prisoners or not?

MR. KENTRIDGE: t1y Lord, 1 hate to interrupt but surely

there must be some limit to the hearsay - \-Ieare having

hearsay and hearsay twice r-emoved , from what you can gather.

MR. ROTHWELL: My Lord, I didn't want to indul:3e in a legal

argument with my learned friend, but ...

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, the \ay to avoid it is to stop leading

hearsay .,.

BY THE COURT: lir. Kentridge, I shall deal with the matter. 30

Yes, Mr. Rothwell?

iiR. ROTH\,lELL: l1ay it please Your Lordship.

Myl •••

,---._-
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dy Lord, both ~lrs. aandela and t+ieA.N.C. are cited

as co-conspirators in the charge-sheet. These are

executive statements made in the course of the indictment and

I submit, with respect, that I am perfectly entitled to lead

any remark made by a co-cons~irator which is made as an

cxe cut i.vastatement.

MR. KEN'fRIDGE: Hy Lord, really, to suggest that to say _

did you gather that anyone else had done the same - is an

executive statement, really goes further than anything I

:lave heard. I don't want to lead a wrangle either, this 10

seems so far entirely irrelevant to anything in connection

with the accused, no foundation at all has been laid for

this, no foundation has even been promised in the opening.

BY THE COURT: Yes, you may ask your question.

MR. ROTHI/ELL: Hy Lord, the purpose of these questions will

become abundantly clear within the next few minutes.

EXAMINATIOj~ BY MR. ROtHWELL 'ONTINUED: Allright, we won't

pursue that.

As a result of this letter did you go and sec Hr-s ,

Mandela at all? And tell her about this R5-00? Yes, I 20

went to her to inform her that I had received such a letter.

And what ~/as her reply? What was til's. Mandela's reply?

She said that this woman must have received the money

because the letter that I wrote was sent to the church.

For what purpose? She did not explain that, but

she said that the people at the churc~ have posted the

letter.

(/hat church? L jU5~ know that it was a church and

I know the church and I don't know whether it is St. Mary's

or not, but I know. But we Africans call it church. 30

Do you know anybody at that church? People that I

know?

Yes ,I .••

•

i
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Yes, do you know anybody that has anything to do with

t at church itself? I was at the church and I saw one

there.

Who was it'? Mr. Tumble.

No, just say it distinctly, please, Mrs. Wdala? I

don't think the Interpreter has got the name right. Just

say it into the microphone.

What is his first name?

Nr. Tumble.

John.

John Tumble, as you call him? Hho, as Your Lords:,ip,

will recall, is also a co-conspirator.

Now, I an not quite clear on what you said. Yeu spoke

to HI's. t1andela and she said she had sent the money to the

church ..•

BY THL COURT: No, the letter.

;.lR.ROTHWELL: I am sorry, ~ly Lord, the letter to the church?

["IR.KENTRIDGE: My Le -d , re. lly, if that can be classed as

an executive statement - she said she had sent the letter to

the church - that is narrative, that is not an executive

statement. I don't want to keep interrupting but my learned
20

friend knows the distinction. I simply appeêl to him to

observe it.

tiR. ROTHWELL: Now look, we will come back to this particular

aspect before you leave the witness box.

Let me rather take this course ...

DISCUSSION BETHEEN Tife COUR. AND 11R. ROTHWELL RE ADJOURNi!ENT.

COURT ADJOURNS UI-ITIL5/8/1971.
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COURT RESUMES ON 5th AUGUST, 1971.

INTERPRETER: B. ZAPl.

MR. ROTHWELL:
Your Lordship will recall that when we adjourned

yesterday-afternoon, we were busy with Alinah Ndala. With Your

Lordship'S permission I recall her to continue her evidence.

BY THE COURT: Yes. I think there might be a possibility of

some further svidence by the witness Jordaan ••• • (intervenes)

MR. ROTlfWEIJL:
I believe so.

BY THE COURT: After this witness has been disposed of.

MR. ROTHWELL: Yes, if it please Your Lordship, after this (10)

witness has been disposed of. Before continuing with this witnesS,

Your Lordship will recall, I came in in a bit of a hurry yesterday-

afternoon. May I just inform Your Lordship that her evidence

relates to Acts 8.B and 9.A.

BY 'rHE COURT: 8.B anel 9.A?
MR. ROT~: Yes. 8.B deals with the question of Winnie

Mandela recruiting youths in furtherance of the aids of the African

National Congress and 9.A is the paying out money to variouS

persons and organisations.
I might slso inform Your Lordship that my Learned Friend (2G)

has raised this point and I might just as well elucidate it noW,

that the A.N.C. and Winnie Mandela had been oited a6 co_conspira-

tors in this particular charge. Ken Jordaan, when he was a

witness, laid the foundation, by saying that he knew Winnie

Mandela waS recruiting youths and secondlY, that he was the

distribution point for A.N.C. funds. That wa6 the foundation

for the admisaion of the evidence to be given by this witnesS

today. With Your Lordship'S permission 1 will proceed with the

leading of the witness.

BY THE COURT: Yes.

ALINAIi NDALA: sworn states:
FUR~ ~INATloN BY MR. ROTHWELL: When we adjourned

yesterday / •••

.... ,, __ ........ ..., ......., ...

(0)
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yesterday, we were still dealing with the visit you had made to

Nylstroom Prison. Yes.

You remember? Yes.

You also told His Lordship that you got a letter of thanks

from this Mabel Mali for R5 which you had not sent. Is that

correct? -- Yes.

Now, I would like to show you a registered post slip and also

a receipt in relation to the same Mabel Mali - and I might just

inform Your Lordship that evidence will be led in due course to

show that both this registered post slip, counterfoil, as (10)

well as the receipt in respect of tha-c woman, Mabel Mali, was

found in the possession of John Turnbull and it forms part of

JTL.151 and 152. Will you just look at the bottom of 151 and_----the bottom of 152. The Interpreter will show you. If I may just

elucidate. There are a number of registered post counterfoils

and 151 is the bottom one and the same with - there are a number

of official prison receipts and it is also the bottom one, 152.

BY THE COURT: Which one is it?

MR. ROTHWELL: In both instances they are righ.t at the bottom.

The bottom of 151 and the bottom of 152. Especially 151 (20)

one has to look carefully for the surname; ! think it is under

the date stamp there.

BY THE COURT: Yes.

MR. ROTHWELL: Now, you have seen the registered post slip and

also the official prison receipt. In both cases dated May, 1968.

Yes.

You did not send this registered post slip or have it in your

possession? -- No.

And you did not receive this receipt of Mabel Mali? -- No.

Now, on that occasion that you went to Nylstroom Jail, (30)

how many women were you? -- Were were five in all.

And each one of you saw a prisoner? -- Yes.

Now/ •••
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Now, was Kate Nkosi one of the five women that went with you?

Yes.

Did she also see a prisoner? -- Yes.

Can y0U remember who she was? -- No, I cannot remember.

•

Nevertheless, let me again show you Exhibit 151 and 152. In

this case only 152 because I see there is also registered post

slips.

MR. KENTRIDGE: The witness says she hadn't seen those documents •

She says she doesn't know who this person was and I submit that

if she hadn't seen the docum ....nts,her memory can't be

jogged by documents which she hadn't seen.

MR. ROTHWELL: I shall not argue with my Learned Friend on that

point. However, you say Kate Nkosi was one of those that went

with you. -- Yes.

Did you ever speak to Mrs. Mandela? I'm sorry, before I go

on to that point, did you have any forms with you when you went

to Nylstroom? Forms to be filled in by anybody? -- No, we did

not have any forms with us, but we had notes on which was written.

In those notes was written everything that we had to go and tell

the people was noted in that note.

What has happened to that note, the notes? When we came

back and found Mrs. Mandela at the station, she wrote on the back

side of theae notes, she wrote everything that we told her on the

back portion of that note.

I see. Now, to your own knowledge, not from what you heard

from other people, but to your own knowledge, was that the only

visit to lIylstroom Jailor not? -- No, others also visited the

jail.

After you went there? -- Yes.

Now, on that occasion when you came back from Nylstroom, (30)

you spoke to Mrs. Mandela, she was waiting for you there and you

gave her these notes you had with you. When she came back from

Nylstroom/ •••

(10)

(20)
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Nylstroom on that day, she found Mrs. Mandela waiting for her and

she !.'eported'back to Mrs. Mandela. -- Yes.

Did you have any conversation with regard to this visit to

the - the general visit to the jail as to why you went?

BY THE COURT: With whom?

MR. ROTHWELL: Mrs. Mandela. As to why she sent you, for example.

-- Her aim was that we must go to those people and enquire about

their children.

I'm sorry, I didn't hear that. -- The aim was that we must go

to those people and enquire about their children. (10)

Yes, for what purpose? -- That is because they were members of

the A.N.C. and we had to help them.

I see. Now, on another visit to Nylstroom, who was the

organiser of this trip to Nylstroom? Who actually organised this

one trip to Nylstroom? The second one or which one?

The second one. Did you organise any trip, let's put it that

way. -- Yes, I organised the others.

Alright, on whose instructions? -- Mrs. Mandela.

Was this also still 1968? -- Yes, it Was during that year.

Part of your organisational duties was to find five (20)

women to go? -- Yes.

When they were all assembled and ready to go, who gave them

the tickets, the train tickets? -- Joyce.

Joyce who? -- Joyce Sikakane.

Is this the same Joyce Sikakane you referred to yesterday? __

Yes.

Did she only give them tickets or was there money as well? __

She gave each one a ticket and R5 each.

R5 for what? -- For food.

I see, for food. Now, when they came back from

Nylstroom, did they report to you? -- Yes.

And did you in turn report to anybody else? -- Yes, I reported

(30)

I again/ •••

I
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again to Mrs. Mandela.

Was she the only one to whom you reported or did she send you

to report to anybody else? -- When I arrived _ when I came to her

I told her. I told her how these women went there.

We are not really interested in what you told her. You

rE!ported back what the women had told you. Yes.

And did you actually tell anybody else as well or only to

Mrs. Mandela? -- Aft·er I had told her, she said that I must go to

the church and ••• (intervenes)

What church is this now? It was the St. Mary's

Church in Hook Street near the railway station, near Park Station.

Yes, go on. What must you do there? -- She said that I must

go and inform Mr. John Turnbull about movements then, how they

went on.

Did you report to tIr. Turnbull? __ Yes.

Why did you have to report to Mr. Turnbull? __ She said that

I must go and report to Mr. Turnbull how was the journey of these

women, how they went on, so that when they had to go back again,

he must get money.

From whom? -- From that gentleman.

What gentleman? -- John Turnbull.

Just in elucidation were these women that you sent to Nyl-

stroom able to see these prisoners?

MR. KENTRIDGE: That question can't be asked, she wasn't there.

It would only be what she was told.

MR. ROTHWELL: SO you were supposed to get money from Mr. Turnbull

then? -- Yes.

For what purpose? bor the journey.

For the Same journey or for another journey? __ For another

journey we had to take after that one.

Also to Nylstroom? Yes.

Now, you have already told us that Mrs. Mandela sent you. Dj.a.

(30)

you/ •

(10)

(20)
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you know how to find the place or what the name was or was it

written down for you or what was the position? -- I knew that I

would find the place, but I thought tbat I would forget the name

of Mr. Turnbull and she wrote the name for me.

After you spoke to Mr. Turnbull and asked him for money, what

did he say? -- He said that we must make application for

Jermission.

~hom? -- To Nylstroom.

You must make application to Nylstroom Jail for permission

to what? __ For permission so that we could see the priso- (10)

ners.

And then? -- And be said that when we have received an answer

about the permission, we must come again, he will give us money.

Now, later t~at year in 1968, did you yourself ever go to

Cradock or not? -- Yes.

On whose instructions or request? -- Mrs. Mandela.

vfuat did she tell yo~ what did you have to go and do in

Cradock? __ I went there with the intention of going to see 80me

of the members of the A.N.C.

When you had seen them what were you supposed to do with (20)

them or hear from them or tell them? -- We went there with the

intention to go and enquire whether we could help the children

of prisoners and enquire whether those members are still partaking

in the A.N.C.

In other words, if the A.N.C. was still active there? -- Yes.

Was anything said about new members or not? -- Thirdly, we

had to organise new members, youth.

Youth members? -- Youth members.

Did you go to Cradock alone or was anybody with you? -- We

were three in all. (30)

Who were the otber two? -- It was Sikosana.

Who else? -- And Nzanga.

What! •••
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What is Nzanga's first name? Lawrence.

Lawrence Nzanga. -- Yes.

Did they have anything to do with the A.N.C. or not? -- They

are members.

Did you go by train or car or plane or what? -- By car.

Whose? -- Sikosana's motor car.

Did you receive any expenee money from anybody before you

left? -- Yes.
From whom and how much? -- I received the money from l"lrs.

Maniiela and it was R10. And Joyce Sikakane was supposed to (10)

get R10 and she then phoned. When she phoned she talked to Mr.

Turnbull.

Was that in your presence? -- Yes, I was present.

And in the presence of Mrs. Mandela? -- Yes.

And what did she say? -- She asked for R10.

What for? -- For a journey to Cradock.

Did she tell Mr. Turnbull why she wanted the money for a

journey to Cradock? -- I do not remember what was said further

than that, because I just wanted the money.

And did you subsequently get the money from Joyce? -- (20)

After that she told me that Mr. Turnbull ••• (intervenes)

The question was did you later get m·oney from Joyce Sikaltane?

MR. K~TRIDGE: The witness can't say what Joyce Sikakane told her.

MR. ROTHWELL: I'm not asking that. The question was did she

later get money from Joyce. -- Yes, I received the money.

And you in fact then did go to Cradock? -- Yes.

And did you do what you had to do? -- Yes.

And when you came back did you report to anybodY? -- Yes, I

reported to Mrs. Mandela.

Now, after you had been to Cradock and come back, did (30)

you ever go to Durban? -- Yes.

on whose instructions? -- Mrs. Mandela.

Why/ •••

\
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Why did you have to go to Durban? -- The same as the journey

I took to Cradock.

I beg your pardon"!'-- I was to do the same what I did in

Cradock.

Did you actually go to Durban? -- Yes.

With whom? __ I went with the same two men again.

The same two men, also in the same car? -- Yes.

And did you receive any expense money before you left? -- Yes.

From? -- From Mrs. Mandela.

How much? -- The same amount.
(10)

And when you came back you reported to? -- I reported to ne r ,

How much money did you get from Mrs. Mandela? It was R20.

Before we go any further, as far as you know, is Mrs. Mandela

a rich lady or not?

MR. KENTRIDGE: Th,e question must be asked does she know and how

does she know before the answer is given.

MR. ROTHWELL: As far as you know, is Mrs. f1andela a rich lady or

not?

MR. KENTRIDGE: I object to that.

BY THE COURT: Why do you object to that?
(20)

MR. KENTRIDGE: Because it would be hearsay unless a foundation is

laid. As far as she knows, may be completely through hearsay.

:sr. THE COURT: Well, then you can ask as far as she knows through

her own.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, then it is not as far as you know.

MR. ROTHWELL: The purpose of this question is to motivate her

actions as a I'esult of what she belieVErS, as far as Mrs. Mandela

ie concerned.

MR. K:ENTRIDGE: Then the question is what did you believe.

MR. ROTHWELL: Alright, what did y~u believe with regards to (30)

Mrs. Mandela's wealth or otherwiee? -- She is a person who is

suffering, as we say in Afrikaans, "arm", poor.

Andi •••
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And yet she waS able to give ynu money on occasions. Is that

correct? -- Yes.
Now were you prepared to continue working for Mrs. Mandela

and receiving money from her without speaking to her or not? --

Without speaking to her?
Alright, let us put it this way. Did you wonder where tbe

money came from?
Yes, it nnce came to my thoughts that we poor

penple have no money, we don't have lots of money.

And? And I once talked to Mrs. Mandela. I asked her whether

we would have money to take journeys and do other things (10)

that need money, like helping the children. That is all.

\.Jereyou happy to continue working for Mrs. Mandela not

knowing where the money came from? -- I do not know how to answer

that question. I might not understand tbe question very well.

Don't you understand my que sui.on? Look, you carried out Mrs.

Mandela's orders. Right? Yes.

You got money from ber. -- Yes.

You knew she was poor or you thougbt she was ponr. -- Yes.

Were you prepared tel continue doing what she asked you without

knowing where the money came from or not? -- As I have (20)

already said that nne time I had a conversation with her about

money. I told her that we were poor, where will we get money.

She then said (intervenes)

MR. KENTRIDGE: What Mrs. Manoela said is not admissible, it~

pure ner1'ative.
~OTHWELL: No, not in this particular case, with due respect.

It is narrative if information of this nature is made en passant

and purely as a matter of interest. but when it becomes vital to

the continuance of the conspiracy in terms of Bandu's case. it

then becomes admissible.
ng_. K:ENTRIDGE: The dist~l.nctit)nis between narrative which is

giving an explanation 8~ying what happened on the one hand and

en/ •••
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an executi.ve statement on the other, that is one in furtherance

of the conspiracy in the course of its execution, which furthers

its eyecution.
BY 'I'liE COUR'r: Is it correct that in this case a witness is asked

whether she wus prepared to go on, not knowing where the money

came from when she said she had a discussion?

MR. KENTRIDGE:
This witness isn't a member of the conspiracy

alleged. She is not alleged to be a co_conspirator. The rea80n

why she went on dAing what she did isn't in furtberance of the

conspiracy. She is not alleged to have been conspiring (10)

with tbe accused.
BY THE COURT: No, but isn't she the person who is asked to do

something by somebody in the conspiracy?

MR. KENTRIDGE: She is asked where does the money come from and

the answer is to be given which will be simply the answer which

Mrs. Mandela chose to give her, not in furtherance of any

c';Ospiracy.
BY THE COURT: Yes, but giving her the answer and knowing tbat

she wanted tc know where the money came from.

rill. la:.NT1<lDGE: I bave made my objection.

BY THE COURT: Yes, you may ask the question.

MR. ROTHWELL: Did you then ask her where the money came from? --

Yes.
What did she say? __ She said that we'll get money from the

church.
~ould you have continued working for Mrs. Mandela without

knowing where the money came from? -- It was my aim, becaUse I

was also a member, it was my aim to know, I wanted to know Where

tbe money came from.
You were also a member of the A.N.C. You've already (30)

told his Lordship. -- Yes.
And es a member you were to carry out the aims and objects of

thei .•.

(20)
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the organisation. Yes.

Now, while we are on that subject, what were the aims and

A.N.C. organisation? -- It was to get our to rule.

To rule what? -- To rule this country of us.

I beg your pardon? -- To rule thia ccuntry of us.

BY THE COURT: To rule this country of ours? -- Yes.

MR. ROTHWELL: And how were you going to achieve this object of

ruling this country? How were you going to do it? -- By destroy-

ing the government that was there.

How were they going to destroy this government? -- There (10)

are many ways that we would try.
And some 0f them? __ We would destroy it by taking it by force.

r see, by force. Just one other little point. Do you knoW a

I only knoW the name, I
man by the name of Merimetsi Lekoto?

did not see him whilst he was living.

No, I said do you knOW the name Merimetsi Lekoto. -- Yes.

Now, what happened to him? -- He died.

Who paid for his funeral? -- Members of the A.N.C. collected

money to bury him.

WaS he given an A.N.C. funeral? -- Yes.
(20)

And did you ever know a man, Lumeck Lubele? -- Only the name.

What happened to him? -- He also died.

Wbo paid for his funeral? -- The A.N.C.

Th~t time that you went to the church, as you call it, und

ssw Mr. Turnbull ~ld reported on the visit to Nylstroom, was that

the only occasion that you yourself had gone to the church or not'?

r went for a second time to the church.

Did you go alone or not? -- r was with a certain man by the

name of Ra.debe.
Now who was supposed to actually do the business at the (30)

church, you or Radebe? __ I was supposed to go and show Radebe

the church and show him to Mr. Turnbull.

Wbo/ •••
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Who told you to d0 this? -- Mrs. Mandela.

After you had taken bim to church and shown bim to Mr. Turnbull

what was he supposed to do with Mr. Turnbull? -- He had a letter

which he was supposed to go and give to Mr. Turnbull and that

letter was asking for money in connection with his ill mother.

':Jhowrote the letter? -- Mrs. Mandela.

This Radebe waS he also an A.N.C. man or not? -- I did not

know, because it was the first time I saw him that day and did

not see him thereafter.
1Nhen you got to the catbedral was Nr. Turnbull there? (10)

No. he was not there when we arrived there.

So did you leave Mr. Radebe tbere and leave? -- Yes.

£B_OSS-EXAHINATION BY MR. KENTRIDGE: This last tbing you said.

could you just explain about Mr. Radebe's mother who was ill?

\oIasMr. Rl'Idebe'smother ill?
His mother was ill. yes.

Did you yourself get money from Mr. Turnbull at any time? -- I? ,.

Yes. -- No.
Before you were a member of the A.N.C •• were you a member of

sometbing called the Women's Federation? No.

Was it in 1967 that you first joined the A.N.C.?
Yes. (20)

I
I
\

And who asked you to join? -- My husb&~d joined and he made

me to join.
Did you knoW that the A.N.C. was unlawful? -- My husband told

me.
Have you been prosecuted for being a member of the A.N.C.? --

Yes. I was one time taken by the police.

Yes. but were you prosecuted. charged in B court? -- No.

Have you been told that if you give this evidence you won't be

prosecuted? __ I was told that I must tell the tl"llthso that

there should not be 8 case against me.

You mean. if you didn't tell the truth. there could be a case

again st you? -- That I understood.
I/•••

(30)
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I don't r'eally know what to do about this. Thi s seemS to be

an extraordinary position. She hasn't been charged, she hasn't

been offered an indemnity and she ...ra sn 't warned that the answer to

her question might incriminate her and that she need not answer it.

MR. ROTHWELL: With respect, that is no concern of my Learned

Friend.
MIt. K»lTRIDGE: No, but i.t is certainly a concern of Your Lordship.

And I've never known ••• (intervenes)

BY THE COURT: She hasn't been offered an indemnity.

MR. KE.'l.TRIDGE: No, she hasn't. She l',asn't.In other words, (10)

she could have refused to answer the question, tJecause il; is

clearly an i.ncriminating question.

BY THE COURT: vJell, she was prepared to answer.

MR. KENTRIDGE: May I ask another question? ~en you were asked

by the Prosecutor whether you were a member of the A.N.C., did

yOU think you had, to answer that question?
Because I know that

I am a member of the A.N.C., I felt that I am supposed to answer

that question.
BY THE COURT: You thought? -- That I was supposed to answer the

question. (20)

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, I wonder if Your Lordship would give me some

directions here. This witness wasn't warned, she wasn't told that

she needn't incriminate herself. It is rather extraordinary. She

obviously doesn't knOW the law or her rights. I have never known

that sort of question asked where there is no indemnity, but the

trouble is obviQusly I've got to cross-examine her and some of

the things I might ask ber might furtber incriminate ber. I don't

see wbat 1can do other than go on. Does Your Lordship alloW me

to go on?
BY THE COURT: I tbink you are entitled to go on. If she (30)

doesn't want to answer a question, you can warn her of a particular

question.
MR./ •••

.'

: '
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MR. KENTRIDGE: Well. my Learned Friend didn't see fit to warn

her of her rights; I don't think I'm gnifig to warn her. I have

raised it with Your Lordship.

BY THE COURT: As far as I'm concerned, I haven't been asked to

give her an indemnity.
!'IR. KENTRIDGE: No. I mean, I must say I assumed that she had

probably been convicted or been given a proper indemnity by the

Attorney-General. In this case I don't think that she is really

aLlIged to be an accomplice. It wouldn't be for Your Lordship to

give her an indemnity. Anyway, I must continue.
(10)

BY THE COURT: Yes, well, in this particular case not.

MR. K:rnTRIDGE: Well, then, may I continue.

BY THE COURT: I don't know whether she may be an accomplice in

some other - I don't know whether the State wants to ask for her

to be given an indemnity.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, then I'll just continue.

BY THE COURT: If you want to consider your position.

MR. KENTRIDGS: No, well, I suppose mJ' position is that I simply

cross-examine her. (20)
BY THE COL~T: Yes.
MR. KENTRIDGE: When you went to Nylstroom did you find out from

those women where their children were? -- I had s conversation

with liabel Mali and she promised that she would write a letter to

~e and give me the address of where these children are, of where

her children az-e ,
Well. did you ever get such a letter? -- No.

And when you went down to Cradock did you find out where

children of prisoners were? -- Yes, I found out where the children

were snd we found some of the children and could not find the rest.

BY THE COURT:
Hmm? __ We could not find the rest of them, (30)

but we found some of the children. but we couldn't find tbe test

of them.
MR./ ••• ,
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~. KnlTRID~: And did you do anything for th0se children? --

They gave me their names, their ages and the places where they

re side and we gave tha t to Mrs. Mandela.
Were these young children? -- The children who were still

attending school.
And did you find such children in Durban? -- No.

Now, when you went to visit these women in Nylstroom Jail,

did you believe that they were A.N.C. members? -- Yes, I believed

because I wes told. (le)

And wbo told you? -- Mrs. Mandela.
And you say tbet their children had to be helped? -- Yes.

But I tbink you also said that the children were to be helped

by the A.N.C. -- Yes, I seid that.
But that is alsO something you were told. -- Yes, r was told.

But now was thet what you were told by Onica MasekO? No.

Well, then by whom do you say you were told? -- Mrs. Mandela

told me about the belp for the children.
But did she say that it was the A.N.C. which was go

in
5 to help

the children? -- Yes.
r would like to knOW hoW you became a member of the (20)

A.N. C. Whst did you have to do to be a member of the A.N. C. ?

I was supposed to join and surrender myself to do everytbing what

they ere doing.
Is this what your husband told you? -- Yes.

Before the adjournment, I wonder if I could raise something

with Your Lordship and my Learned Friend? As my Learned Friend

haS told Your Lordship, Mr. John Turnbull is alleged to be a co-

conspirator in the alleged conspiracy. We have ascertained that

the police took a statement from him and we don't know whether he

is to be a State witness. If he is, of course, we can't (~O)

consult with him over this evidence. I wonder if my Learned Friend

could say whether he is to be called as a State witness or whether

we/ •••
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we can consult vlith him? It may be my Learned Friend hasn't made

up his mind yet, of Course.

BY THE COURT: Yes, of course, it is really a matter of whether

- I don't know that he can object but as long as he knows that

you want to consult with him.

MR. KENTRIDG~: Well, I think in a criminal case it goes a little

further. I think that ~ie are not really supposed to consult with
a State witness.

BY THE COUrt'l':Well, i t is roally a rnatter 0 f whether he would
have any objection.

(10)
MR. ROTHWELL: As presently advised, there is a very strong

likelihood that we will be calling Mr. Turnbull, but we will in

fact, if we do not, give my Learned Friend timeous notice that we
will not do so.

BY THE C~: Yes, now the question then arises have you any

objection that he is consulted by Mr. Kentridge on this particular
aspect?

rm. ROTHWELL: No, the State would not object to that.

BY THE COURT: I beg your pardon?

MR. ROTHWELL: The State would not object to him consulting (20)

Mr. Turnbull on this particular aspect.

MR. KENTRIDGE: But only on this aspect.

MR. ROTHWELL: Only on this aspect.

MR. KENTRIDGE: After the adjournment I'll be able to go on with

the crosB-examination to Some extent, but I will probably have to

ask for it to stand down to Bee if we can get any further instruc-

tions on the aspect concerning Mr. Turnbull.

COURT ADJOURNS. COURT RESUMES AT Il. ~O s.m.

UINAH NDALA: still under oatb:

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMllIATION BY MR. KENTRIDGE: Do you still (30)

Bay that when you went to Nylstroom, you went there for tbe A.N.C.?

Arel •••
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Are you giving this evidence of yours voluntarilY? -- Yes. 1

give the evidence voluntarily.

How did you come to C0urt yesterday? -- How did I come to

court or do you want to know with what did I come to court?

Yes. bow did you come? -- I came by car.

Whose car? __ I do not know whose car it was.

Well. who drove you? -- The driver.
(GENERAL LAUGHTER).

Yes, but who was the driver?

Yes. -- I do not know his name.

Do you want his name?

(GENERAL LAUGHTER)

What was his occupation? -- You mean the driver? I do (10)

not k.now what is his occupation.

Was it a police car? __ You mean the one that brought me to

Court?
Yes. __ Yes. it was a police motor car.

Where did you come from? -- From Johannesburg.

Do you live in Johannesburg? -- Yes.

And were yeu just told that you would be brought to court

yes'terday? ".- Yes.
And when was it that you were told that if you gave evidence

you wouldn't be charged yourself?
(20)

She said
BY THE COURT: No. no, no, that is not what she said.

if she spoke the truth. I think those were her words to you.

MR. KENTRIDGE: When were you told that if you spoke the trutb

you wouldn't be charged? -- I do not remember when; whether it was

last year or this year. I cannot remember.

And who said that to you? -- The police.

But who in the police? -- I do not know their names.

And where were you when this was said to you? -- At John

Vorster.
Were you under arrest? -- I will say that I was under (0)

arrest because the police fetched me from home.

And how long did you stay at John Vorster Square? -- The whole

day/ ••••
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And after you had been at John Vorster Square that day, were

you allowed t~ go home? -- Yes.
And were you questioned during that day? -- Yes, I was

questioned.
Was that the first time you had been question'ad by the police?

Yes.
Remember originallY this mnrning when I asked you if you had

been charged, I think you first said that you had been arrested.

__ No, I did not say that. (10)

MR. ROTffiiELL: What she sai.dwas: "I was taken by tbe police."

MR. K]liTRIDGE: Was this the time you were taken to John Vorster

Square? -- Yes.
Were you never taken to - you weren't taken to any other

prisnn or police station? -- No.
When you were taken to John Vorster Square, were you questioned

about the A.N.C.? -- Yes.
And were you willing to make a statement? -- I made a state-

ment.
I Yes, but were you willing to make thiS statement? -- (20)

There was no other way out th~t I couldn't make a statement.

Why wasn't there any other way out? -- Because I waB then

arrested.
What do you understand would have happened to you if you

hadn't made a statement? __ I would have been arrested and locked

up in jail.
So you had to make a statement. -- YeS.

Where is your husband? -- At work.

WaS your husband questioned? -- No.

Was anything said about your husband when you were (0)

making your statement? -- It was seid that I and my husband would

be locked up.

day.

your/ •••
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t . Your husband also? Yes.

Were you asked a lot of questions about Mr. ~urnbull? _- !

was asked about Mr. Turnbull or the A.N.C.?
Mr. Turnbull. __ I cannot answer that question, necause they

just asked me about my activities with the A.N.C.

I see. Can you try and tell us more accurately when it was

you were at John Vorster Square?
I have already said that I

cannot remember the time.
Do you think it was this year, 1971? -- No, not this year,

1971, but last year 01: tbe year before last year. I went (10)

on two occasions during tbose two years.

Each time for only one day? -- Yes.
M'Lord, at tbis stage may I osk for the cross_examination to

stand over? we'll have to make arrangements for Mr. Turnbull at

some convenient time to come and bave a look at these files

which ere in the possession of the State, because I don't think

one could really ask him anything helpful without letting him

examine the relevant entries in the files. Would it be in order

if I informed my Learned Friend when I was ready to do that, 60

that be could then make arrangements to recall the witness? (2C)

MR. ROTHWELL: No objections.

BY THE COURT: HoW long do you estimate this would be?

MR. Kl11TRIDGE: I don't know enough about Mr. Turnbull's movements

or availability. What I would like to try and do is, well, of

course, it being Friday tomorrow, it would have been a matter of

getting him to come over one morning before court 60 that he could

look at the files, but I don't know if he could come tomor
row

-

morning, so I would rather suggest to try and get hi m for Monday-

morning. Would that be in crder?

MR. ROTHWELL: No objection at all.

BY THE COURT: Yes.
MR. 1I.EIiTRIDGE: There may of course be little or nothing which

emerges/ •••
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emerges from it, but the alternative is that my Learned Friend

wanted to re-examine, if there was anything that was of interest

coming from Mr. Turnbull, I could make a substantive application

to recall her. If Your Lordship would prefer that.

BY THE COURT: Yes, in other words, if you asked now all the

ouestions which you wished to ask which have no relationship to

Turnbull and then you may perhaps, if you find that there is

something that you want, I shall consider favourably an applica-

tion to recall.

MR. KENTRIDGE: That would perhaps be more convenient for (10)

the witness and for the Court.

BY THE COURT: Yes.

MR. KD~TRIDGE: Then in that case, on that basis I have no

further questions.

~ COURT: Do you have any re-examination?

MR. ROTHWELL: ~ith respect, I would prefer with Your Lordship's

permission to conduct my re-examination after the final conclusion

of her evidence.

BY THE COURT: There may be no cross-examination.

MR. ROTHWELL: There mayor may not be, but I have a few

questions which I can put to her now, but I would rather have

everything in toto after she has given all her evidence.

BY THE COURT: You may not have that opportunity.

MR. ROTHWELL: Oh, I see.

HR. KENTRIDGE:
If in those circumstances my Learned Friend

asks for the recall for re-examination, I for my part wouldn't

object.
BY THE COURT: No, but I mean, tLe whole idea was that you would

now close your cross-examination subject to what Hr •• (intervenes)

MR. KENTRIDGE: Apparently my Learned Friend would really (30)

like to reserve his re_examination so. perhaps from his point of

view we should just ask for the witness to stand down.

MR./ ••••

(20)
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MR. ROTHWELL: I'm sorry, I'm afraid I misunderstood what my

Learned Friend said. If I understand the position correctly now,

I can finish this witness now and then if my L~arned Friend has

something to ask her with regard to Mr. Turnbull then he can

apply for a recall.
BY THE CO~: J think that is the understanding. That would mean

that we have finished with this witness unless something further ••

(intervene s)

MR. ROTHWELL:
Well, in which case then with Your Lordship's

permj,ssion I'll put these few questions which I do have to (10)

her at this moment.

BY THE COURT: Yes.
RE_EXAMINATION BY MR. ROTHWELL: My Learned Friend has asked you

whether you were a member of the Women's Federation before yO\l

became a member of the A.N.C. Now did you ever become a member of

the Women's Federation at any stage? -- It was after I became a

member of the A.N.C.
1,lillyou just tell His Lordship what this Women's Federation

meaDS and what is it? __ That is women that are helping the A.N.C.

Women that are helping the A.N.C.? -- Yes. (20)

Now, when you made the statement to the police, did you tell

them anything that waG not true? No.

Did the police say to you in so many words: Look, if 0 do

n.ot make a statement, we will lock
Now, did they tell you what you had to say in your statement

or not? __ They did not tell me what to say, but they just asked

me.
They asked you questio.1S? -- Yes.

And you gave truthful replies to those questions? -- Yes.

Did you tell anything in the court yesterday-afternoon (;0)

or this morning that wasn't true? -- No.

BY THE COURT:
Explain to the witness that she is now excused but

it/ ••••
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it may be possible that she will be recalled for further evidence.

NO FURTHER QUESTIONS.

MR. LIEBENBERG ADDRESSES THE COURT: Could I crave your

_.

Lordshin's indulgence for a short adjournment? We have found

certain letters that Jordaan referred to and I would like to put

the m in at this stage, but I asked the police to have photostatic

copies made and I don't know whether they have arrived back with

those copies. I don't want to detain the Court. It looks as

if they are bere now.

BY THE COURT: Mr. Kentridge must be taken unawares. Would (la)

you like to have a look at tbese documents before they go in?

MR. KENTRIDGE: Apparently my Learned Friend has it in mind to

apply to recall Jordaan again. Isn't it correct, with respect,

that My Le arned Friend must give some explanation of what

bappened to theae documents which we were told were lost and

where they were found and so on?

BY ~HE COXffiT: Yes, well +'bat - would you like to see them before

they go in?

MR. KENTRIDGE: Yes.

COURT ADJOURNS. COURT RESUMES. (20)

f"iR. KENTRIDGE: M'Lord, my Learned Friend bas shovn me further

reports and letters that bave come out of tbe lost and found

department and he tells me tbat this is the end. Now, on tbat

basis, I mean, I am not asking for any furtber explanations or

objecting, but I do hope he'll reiterate bis assurance that this

is all, lJecause if there is even a possibili ty that there will be

more, I would suggest we wait until they are found and do it all

at once.

BY THE COURT: And you will no doubt ask for an explanation.

MR. KENTRIDGE: Well, then I might even object.

LOUIS HENRY KENNETH JORDAAN: sworn states:

(30)

EYAI'IINATIONBY MR. LIEBENBERG: Mr. Jordaan, you made reference

tol ••
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